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Abstract 

The 3-phase induction motor is the workhorse of modern industry and is widely regarded 

as a highly reliable electromechanical device. Two motor operational modes were of interest in 

this thesis work, motor starting and steady state operation when connected directly to the 

electrical grid and operating at the same grid frequency. Typical industrial applications include 

pumps, compressors and fan loads. Motor starting on isolated or weak grid systems is a highly 

dynamic process that can cause damage to the motor and load as well as grid voltage 

fluctuations. During steady-state operation, the induction motor draws reactive lagging currents 

and is exposed to variable grid voltages that reduce the motor operating efficiency and lifetime 

expectancy. Hence, the prime purpose of the thesis is to present power electronics that connect 

the induction motor to the grid and that can control the motor voltage above and below the grid 

voltage. As a result, the power electronics can provide a range of operational features such as:  

motor soft start, VAR compensation, improved power conversion efficiency, increased 

operational lifetime expectancy. 

The power electronics presented consists of a 3-phase floating H-bridge that is connected 

in series with the utility grid and a cage induction motor to provide series voltage compensation. 

By injecting a series voltage in each phase, the proposed system can be used to control the motor 

voltage during starting and hence limit the motor starting current. The voltage injection can 

provide a voltage sag ride through capability and operate with a leading grid power factor under 

steady state, hence generates VARs into the grid. The 3-phase H-bridges produce 5-level pwm 

motor line voltages with a pwm frequency up-to four times the switching. This compares with 

the 3-level line voltages produce in a standard VFD at twice the switching frequency, using 
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larger voltage step sizes. The 3-phase H-bridge system therefore results in lower high frequency 

pwm induced iron losses and Cu losses in the motor. 

Besides soft start and reactive power generation capability, the proposed system has many 

other desirable operating features, such as; improved motor operating efficiencies, reduced motor 

losses. Floating capacitor converters can set the motor voltage at a fixed desired value, above or 

below the grid voltage, under transient or continuous steady-state conditions, and over the entire 

range of the motor load. This is useful when the motor is connected to a grid whose nominal 

voltage differs from the machine’s rated value or that may fluctuate over time (sag or swell). A 

variety of control options exist to lower the losses of an induction motor, the approach 

presented is based upon measuring the motor electrical input power and using readily available 

motor nameplate data to control the motor voltage. The conversion efficiencies of both the motor 

and the power electronics power can be improved over the entire motor load range. This results 

in lowering the motor’s operating temperature to improve lifetime expectancy, and avoids 

derating the motor power rating. The cooling requirements of the power electronics can be 

reduced, lowering their size, cost and weight. 

Motor voltage control with bridge voltage control is explained. Simulation and theoretical 

analysis is presented to predict operation of system as well as theoretical performance curves for 

the 3-phase H-bridge is presented for motor control modes. Relationship between motor winding 

temperature rise and motor loss is also established. 

A 5 HP experimental testbed is used to validate the concepts. Soft start, the grid voltage 

ride through capability feature and the reactive power generation characteristics are verified. 

Experimental results show that the proposed system can successfully soft start a standard squirrel 

cage induction machine under different modes and load conditions. Also the experimental 
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performance of the power electronics, motor and total system is presented with respect to power 

losses, system efficiency and the motor output power. For applications where frequency control 

is not required, the proposed 3-phase H-bridge system is a viable cost effective solution.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Over the past few decades new switch-mode converter topologies and control methods 

have been studied to improve the performance of induction motors. This thesis describes power 

electronics that uses floating H-bridge converters to inject a voltage in series with the 3-phase 

electrical grid voltage to control the motor voltage and thus improve the motor performance over 

a wide range of motor operating conditions. The thesis work is placed in context here by 

highlighting the importance of the motor and describing various operating conditions associated 

with a grid connected induction machine. Various problems are described in relation to the 

continuous steady-state and transient starting conditions of the induction machine. The objectives 

of the work are described and then the most significant contributions are summarized.  

1.1 Introduction 

Induction motors (IMs) are complex electro-mechanical devices widely used in most 

industrial and commercial applications requiring the conversion of electrical power into 

mechanical form, such as pumps, compressors, fans etc.. The IM is regarded as a robust machine 

for many general industrial, but also a good choice for hazardous environments where the 

machine can be exposed to corrosive chemicals and explosive gaseous environments. Reasons 

for the popularity of induction motors include: simplicity, reliability, low cost, totally enclosed 

structure, combined with significant overload capacity, minimal service requirement, and high 

power conversion efficiency. Moreover, since the induction motor can be designed for a wide 

range of power ratings, it meets the power requirements of most industrial processes, ranging 

from hundreds of watts to megawatts [1-3]. 

Globally, 65-70% of total electrical power utilized in various industries is consumed by 

electric motors, and 85-90% of this power is consumed by three-phase ac induction motors 

alone, especially the squirrel-cage induction motor (SCIM) [4-11]. The relatively high power 
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conversion efficiency of the induction motor is convenient as even a small improvement in 

efficiency contributes towards significant saving of revenue, fuel consumption and other 

associated factors: a 1 % improvement in motor efficiency globally can lead to savings of over 

$1 billion per annum in energy prices, 5.4-9.1 million tons less consumption per annum of 

combusted coal, and  13.6-18.1 million tons less greenhouse gas emission into the atmosphere 

[5]. In addition, recent government regulations and utility incentives make it imperative to 

improve the operational efficiency of induction motors. 

Various methods that improve motor power conversion efficiencies have been known to 

motor manufacturers for years. In addition to advances in computer design optimization and 

modern manufacturing techniques, the application of higher quality materials have resulted in an 

increase in machine efficiency [12]. One technique is to use thinner laminations in the rotor 

stack; achieved with the consequence of using more laminations and increasing production costs. 

Efficiency can also be improved by using more copper in the motor, using high performance 

cooling fans and bearings, reducing air gaps between the stator and rotor etc. [13]. All these 

design techniques can add cost of the motor. Higher power conversion efficiencies can be also 

obtained from overall system improvements such as intensive deployment of demand side 

management, optimal selection of retrofit programs and the implementation of power electronic 

drives [14].  

Due to their dramatic improvement of power conversion efficiencies, together with 

lowering costs and improving reliability, power electronics have increasingly been applied in 

more and more applications since the early 1970's [15]. One example of the importance of power 

electronics are their extensive use in renewable electrical power generation systems such as wind 

power generators and photovoltaics. As power electronics has matured over the years, 

innovations in topological configurations have resulted in the development of specialized 

converters and improvements in power conversion efficiencies in various applications. The 

continuous emphasis on improving overall power conversion efficiencies has resulted in the 

continuous innovations in semiconductor devices and power electronic topologies [16].  

The starting and operation of motors and their associated loads have always presented a 

challenge in electrical equipment design [17]. The prime purpose of the power electronics 

presented in this thesis is the development of low voltage multi-level converter topologies based 
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on the application of the floating capacitor H-bridge. The series voltage injection function 

provided by the converter is utilized to soft start an induction motor, improve the grid power 

factor, and protect the motor against grid voltage fluctuations as well as operating the motor at its 

maximum efficiency. Motivating examples are given for development of floating capacitor H-

bridge converter topology. 

1.2 Motivation   

In many applications, induction motors are operated continuously at full speed with no 

requirement for frequency control, e.g. fans, pumps, and conveyors, etc.. For these applications, 

motors can be equipped with power electronic soft-starters, in which the motor supply frequency 

is fixed: the motor voltage can be controlled to limit the motor starting current and also to lower 

energy losses under light load .This section details the power electronic requirements for the 

applications as a motivating example to develop 3-phase floating H-bridge converters. 

1.2.1 Motor Voltage Control 

AC machines are now used everywhere - large induction motors are used in industry 

facilities, smaller drives can be found at homes appliances. Controlling the voltage of the 

induction motor can improve steady state performance. Introducing floating bridge with the grid 

connected system can help to manipulate induction motor voltage, Fig. 1-1 If there is no real 

power transfer between the ac circuit and floating bridge, the voltage at the ac terminals of the 

floating bridge can be controlled to inject a voltage into the circuit that is perpendicular to the 

current phasor. As a result, machine voltage is phase shifted relative to the grid supply voltage. A 

desirable control approach is to keep the floating bridge modulation index at maximum. Based 

on angle , angle between bridge voltage and grid voltage, with respect to grid, four modes of 

operation should be accomplished. 

 Mode 1: Improved power factor: The utility power factor is made higher than the motor 

(Figure 1(b)) 

 Mode 2: Unity power factor: Current drawn from utility is made in phase with grid 

voltage (Figure 1(c)) 

 Mode 3: Constant Motor voltage: machine voltage is kept 1 p.u (Figure 1(d)) 
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 Mode 4: Motor voltage control: Motor voltage is reduced for motor starting.  

AC AC

Vm

Vg Vb

I

 

(a) 
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I

m
Vm

 



Vm

I

Vg

Vb

m


  

 (b) (c) 

 
Vg

Vm

m

I

Vb



  

Vm

Vg

Vb



m

g

 
 (d) (e) 
Fig. 1-1. Simplified per-phase phasor  analysis, (a) per phase equivalent circuit schematic (b) vector diagram with 

zero floating bridge voltage; (c) vector diagram at higher lagging power factor; (d) vector diagram at unity power 

factor; (e) vector diagram at leading power factor 

The operation is illustrated for one phase of a Y-equivalent motor, Fig. 1-1. Fig. 1-1(a) 

shows a simplified per phase schematic of the stator winding connections and Fig. 1-1(b) shows 

corresponding voltage and current phasors for the stator winding.  If the per-phase voltage 

injected by the floating bridge, Vb, is zero the system work as standard Y connected machine. 

The grid voltage (Vg) and motor voltage (Vm) are equal and the stator current (I), lagging the 

stator voltage, will flow from the grid with a lagging power factor, φm. If a voltage is applied at 

the floating bridge, the machine voltage is changed and the grid power factor may be improved, 

as shown in Fig.1-1(b). Increasing the floating bridge voltage will result such a condition where 

the stator current is in phase with the applied grid voltage, shown in Fig. 1-1(c). This is the unity 

power factor operation of grid. The current drawn from the grid can be made to lead if 
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continuing to increase the floating bridge voltage. This case is illustrated in Fig. 1-1(d). The grid 

is at leading power factor at the same magnitude as the winding lagging power factor. Thus, 

injecting series voltage with the grid, the motor voltage can be controlled and can be utilized in 

steady state performance improvement. 

1.2.2 Typical Motor Starting Transients 

The simplest method for starting a poly-phase squirrel-cage induction motor is to connect 

it directly to an ac supply. Under this condition, the motor initially draws a large current 

(frequently referred to as inrush current) as it accelerates toward its operating speed, Fig. 1-2 

(motor parameters are defined in Table 1). At the moment of energization, the current drawn by a 

squirrel-cage induction motor is a function of its locked-rotor impedance. Typically, the current 

is anywhere from four to ten times higher than the motor rated current at full speed [18-20]. 

When voltage is first applied to the motor at starting, the stator produces a rotating magnetic 

field at synchronous speed.  The back EMF produced by the rotor's rotation is not yet induced 

and behaves as a transformer with the secondary short circuited. As the rotor reaches close to 

synchronous speed, motor back EMF is produced and the motor current reduces. In reality, the 

first half-cycle current is considerably higher in magnitude due to dc offset transients, but is short 

in duration. This large inrush current can cause problems for the electrical grid. Power 

companies may apply restrictions as to how much over-current is allowed. These restrictions can 

result in specifying the maximum allowable voltage droop at grid point of common coupling or 

the maximum allowable current that may be drawn by the plant. These restrictions may limit 

when and how many times a particular motor can be started.  
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Fig. 1-2. Starting characteristic of an induction motor; a) motor current vs speed, b) motor torque vs speed 
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TABLE I.  INDUCTION MOTOR-1 PARAMETERS 

    

Prated 
= 3.7 kW  Rs = 0.65 Ω 

    

Is,rated 
= 12.6 A  RR = 0.26 Ω 

   

Vs,rated 
= 230 V  Xs = 0.74 Ω 

   fs = 60 Hz  XR = 0.9 Ω 

   p = 4   XM = 23 Ω 

Another problem is associated with in-plant bus capacity where the electrical grid simply 

cannot handle a temporary over-current. Brownout or other associated problems may be 

experienced. A large inrush current also induces large magnetic forces in the stator windings, 

which try to force the windings to move and distort. Power dissipation associated with the high 

levels of inrush current can produce a rapid temperature rise and damage winding insulation [21-

23 29, 30, and 31]. In addition to the inrush current, there are often various degrees of transient 

torques present during the start-up period. The starting motor torque must be capable of starting 

the motor from standstill and exceed the load torque by a magnitude that allows acceleration to 

full speed while staying within the thermal limits of the motor and starting device. Full-voltage 

starting produces the greatest amount of starting torque, Fig. 1-2 (b). High starting torque is 

generally desired when trying to start a high-inertia load in order to limit the acceleration time. 

However, in certain cases, a high starting torque may damage the mechanical system [22, 23]. A 

consideration of such torques is particularly advisable for cases where induction motors are 

started and stopped frequently or continuously. An induction motor may produce severe 

pulsations in electromechanical torque [24-27] depending upon the initial switching instants of 

all three-phases to the supply, regardless of the starting method: direct-online or soft starting. 

The amount of electromagnetic torque pulsations reflected to the shaft depends on the parameters 

of the mechanical subsystem [6]. Moreover, if the closing of the switch contacts of the several 

phases is not simultaneous, 40% higher torque can be produced compare to starting torque [25]. 

Probably the most widely recognized and studied effect of motor starting is the voltage 

dip that is experienced throughout an industrial power system as the direct result of starting large 

motors. At start, the rapid increase in current flowing to the motor causes a momentary increase 

in the voltage drop along with the distribution system and a reduction in the voltage supplied to 

the motor and other loads on the same distribution system. The available accelerating torque 
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drops appreciably as the voltage at the motor bus dips to a lower value, thus extending the 

starting interval and affecting (sometimes adversely) overall motor starting performance [28]. 

If the voltage sag associated with motor starting is too large, ill effects such as flickering 

lights, excessive motor currents, and nuisance tripping of relays or main contactor dropout can 

occur. The voltage sag that occurs on the utility system due to motor starting will normally need 

to be limited to a maximum of approximately 6%. 3% voltage sag represents the point at which 

light flicker starts to become visibly noticeable, and 6% is the point at which light flicker 

becomes irritating [17]. The magnitude of the voltage flicker during starting is a function of the 

motor inrush current; the available short-circuit fault capacity of the utility system, and the 

impedance of the circuit between the utility power system and the motor [29]. 

In conclusion, induction motor starting poses many challenging problems to the machine 

a maintaining a stable electrical grid voltage. The dynamic characteristics desired during the 

starting process are often conflicting, and trade-offs must be made based on system 

characteristics. 

1.2.3 Motor Voltage Mismatch 

Many motors are located in environments in which their supply voltage are continually at 

or near the voltage limit specified by National Electric Manufacturing Association (NEMA) (-10 

percent condition so that the motor has enough winding conductivity to carry the current and +10 

percent condition so that motor has enough magnetic material as not to saturate too severely). 

For example, most of the three phases IM in low voltage distribution sites are rated for 230V. 

However, in North America most common residential service is single-phase 3 wire system also 

known as the Edison system [30]. Since the phase voltage for the Edison system is 120V, the line 

voltage is 208V which is lower than the rated IM line voltage (230V). Therefore, when these 

motors are used in commercial or resident buildings, their performance is compromised. 

Another example occurs when the motor is located at the beginning of long feeder lines or 

in the evening hours on capacitor compensated lines, during which time the entire system is 

lightly loaded. Under these conditions, the voltage supplied to stator terminal voltage is higher 

than its rated value and motor efficiency is compromised as a result [31].  
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1.2.4 Oversized Motor   

Due to over conservatism, erroneous information, or misapplication, the motor selected is 

oversized for its application. In fact, it has been point out that motor oversizing is a widespread 

practice [31-32]. Partial loading for an extended time in many applications, are the major 

contributor of higher electricity consumption as compared to other such factors like idling, cyclic 

loading, overloading etc., [33]. In such situations the motor is operated continuously at a load 

condition far from its maximum efficiency point. For example, in the European Union, the 

average load factor for motors, in both industrial and tertiary sectors, is 0.57. In another survey 

[32] in the USA, it is found 29% of the motors operating in the facilities were carrying less than 

50% load. That is, 35-40% of the motors are wasting the power due to reduced efficiency at 

partial loading. Therefore, energy has to be consumed in the best possible way to increase the 

efficiency in operating condition and induction motors must be operated by an energy optimized 

control strategy [8]. 

1.2.5 Efficiency 

New and increasingly stringent efficiency standards have made motor efficiency a priority 

among motor manufacturers and designers of motor-driven systems. While the energy 

independence and security act of 2010 mandated upgrades to full-load efficiencies in the U.S., 

future legislation is under consideration to require higher efficiencies even at partial loads and 

speeds. As a result, motor technology must continue improving to meet the efficiency standards 

proposed by energy-governing agencies [34]. In the existing economic climate, however, end 

users are also seeking more immediate solutions to boost motor system efficiency and decrease 

power costs. A number of strategies exist to boost motor efficiency [35].  

One method to improve the part load efficiency is redesigning the machine with suitable 

optimization algorithms. This method requires good knowledge for the designer of machine and 

once the machine is designed for special purpose it cannot be used for other applications since 

the operating points of machine are fixed.  

All induction motors carry an efficiency rating on their nameplates. The “nameplate 

efficiency” is defined for the motor’s rated point and varies by design and power output. Most 

NEMA premium efficient induction motors provide nameplate efficiencies close to the levels 
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defined under the NEMA standard. Motor efficiency does not peak at the motor’s rated point, but 

peak efficiency decreases as operating speed or load diverges from that (maximum efficiency) 

point. A survey in centrifugal pumping system reveals that operated off the best-efficiency point 

(BEP) by only 20% resulted in an mean time between failure (MTBF) reduction of 50%. Plant 

systems and other mechanical systems operating off their design point will effectively turn 

inefficiency into heat or vibration, leading to ultimate failure. From the study results, many 

industries spend millions of dollars on vibration detection and analysis. Ironically, these sites 

could improve both motor energy efficiency and reliability by approving changes to guarantee 

that systems operate at their designed efficiency point [36]. 

1.2.6 Low Power Factor and Reactive Power Consumption: 

One inherent drawback of induction machines is that it draws reactive power from the 

grid and the power factor can be poor. They require both real and reactive power to operate. The 

real power produces work and heat and the reactive power establishes the magnetic field in the 

motor that enables it to operate. The reactive component of the current, magnetizing current, 

established flux in the iron and is independent of the motor load current. Though, it is typically 

20% to 60% of the rated full load current, it does not actually contribute to the actual work 

output of the motor. It is the catalyst that allows the motor to work properly. The magnetizing 

current can be considered passenger components of current that will not affect the power drawn 

by the motor, but will contribute to the power dissipated in the supply and distribution system. It 

has been reported [29] the power factor of large induction motors during across the line starting 

at zero speed is smaller than that of small induction motors. Therefore, large motors usually have 

more influence on power distribution systems using across-the-line starting. During the 

acceleration, the power factor of the motors goes up and reaches the maximum value. After 

reaching the maximum power factor, the power factor drops rapidly with the motor speed. The 

power factors of small motors drops at a much faster rate. Therefore, larger motors show a higher 

power factor at their operation zone although their power factors during the motor-starting 

transient is lower than that of smaller motors. And also beyond rated speed power factor drop is 

more significant. The power factor (PF) of a motor is lower when the motor is under-loaded and 

is significantly reduced when the motor load is less than 70%. Closely matching the motor to the 

load is the best way to keep the PF close to the motor design rating. 
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1.3 Non Power Electronics Solution to reduce The Impact of The Start-up Process 

A number of techniques have been developed to reduce the impact of the start-up process. 

Taking into consideration the equipment used, motor starting methods can be divided into two 

broad categories: electronic drives and those that are not, i.e. conventional electrical network 

equipment. Other categorizations focus on the voltage management as applied to the terminals. 

In this part non electronic solutions are discussed in two broad categories based on their physical 

characteristics and function:  

(a) full voltage starting 

(b) electromechanical reduced voltage starting  

1.3.1 Full Voltage Starting 

Across the line or direct online starting (DOL) is the traditional and simplest method of 

motor starting, and most other methods are baselined against it. This method is the direct 

connection of the terminal voltage to the motor stator with no additional electrical components, 

and also for this reason is most economical in terms of installation cost and ease of use. It is also 

one of most reliable and robust methods. 

A) Across-the-line magnetic induction motor starter 

A typical full-voltage or across the-line magnetic induction motor starter circuit operation 

is very simple. When the start button is pressed, the relay (or contactor) coil is energized, causing 

the normally open contacts to shut. When these contacts shut, power is applied to the induction 

motor, and the motor starts. When the stop button is pressed, the relay is de-energized, the 

contacts open and the motor stops. Though magnetic motor starter circuit has several built -in 

protective features, they are not suitable for large motors. 

B) Shunt capacitors 

Connecting a capacitor in parallel to the motor can help compensate the reactive demand 

from the motor during start up by supplying a leading current and thus improving the power 

factor while still achieving high starting torque because of the full voltage, Fig. 1-3. This 

provides some relief to the supply source. Shunt capacitor banks are generally used to improve 

the receiving end power factor and voltage, by neutralizing part of the lagging current in the 
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circuit. However, an unsuitable selection of capacitance may result in overvoltage due to self-

excitation when the machine is disconnected from the supply, [36-39]. Satisfactory 

compensation over the entire load range requires switching capacitor banks in or out of the 

circuit at a relatively slow speed [40].  

Grid
Induction 

Motor

Shunt 

capacitor

 

Fig. 1-3. Static terminal shunt capacitor connection 

However, the improved power factor is realized only for the grid but not for the induction 

machine itself. The losses in the machine are not reduced thus the machine still suffers from poor 

power factor and high current stresses. In the 1980s, as an alternative to improve the mains 

power factor, the stator windings of a cage-rotor induction machine were rewound to achieve 

improved power factor [41-42].  The stator windings were divided into two groups with different 

number of turns. Different connections of two sets of identical stator windings are investigated in 

[42] and results show mechanical output capability of the rewound induction machine is reduced. 

1.3.2 Reduced Voltage Starting 

Another popular method that can be used to reduce the impact of the start-up transient on 

both the power system and the motor itself is to reduce the voltage supplied to the motor. This 

will, in turn, limit the inrush current drawn by the motor (for a given speed, motor current is 

proportional to the applied voltage), which will reduce the impact on the bus voltage and also the 

transient torques and forces seen by the motor [14, 22, 28]. The motor torque will also decrease 

at a rate roughly proportional to the square of the decrease in voltage (i.e., 80% reduced voltage 

results in (0.8) = 0.64 or 64% of nominal motor torque). If the voltage is reduced too much, the 

torque may be reduced to the point where the motor may not start the load at all [20]. 

Reduced voltage starting can be accomplished in three different ways: 
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A) Primary resistor/reactor 

Primary resistor/reactor starting is one of the least complicated ways to reduce the voltage 

to the motor during starting to reduce the impact of starting transients, Fig. 1-4. It is achieved by 

placing some form of impedance in series with each motor winding. The two most commonly 

used impedances are resistors and reactor assemblies. One of the main advantages of such 

starters is that they are usually supplied with adjustable impedance. The user can select the 

amount of voltage that will be applied to the motor while starting [22, 28]. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 1-4. Reduced voltage starting of an induction motor; a) motor current vs speed, b) motor torque vs speed 

The use of a reactor during starting results in an exceptionally low starting power factor, 

but does not produce as much heat as that normally associated with a resistor. When using a 

series reactor bank, it will oppose the inrush current initially and reduce the terminal voltage 

proportionally. The most advantageous characteristic of the series reactor starting is that the 

voltage increases over time as a function of the rate of change of the current without additional 

control. But the added reactance will also further increase the starting reactive power.  

B) Star-delta. 

Another type of electromechanical reduced-voltage starting that is used extensively, 

motor voltage level below 1000V, is wye-delta starting. The effects of reduced-voltage starting 

are achieved by changing the way that the windings are connected to the line. During normal 

operation the windings are connected in a delta configuration, but for starting, the windings are 

connected in the wye configuration. 
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By connecting the motor in wye, the line voltage is applied across two of the windings, 

resulting in 58 percent (1/3) of the line voltage across each winding. Both the starting current 

and torque are only 1/3 of the values that would be obtained by starting the motor in delta. There 

are no external resistors or transformers to reduce the voltage to the motor terminals. 

A drawback of this method is that it requires the neutrals of the motor, in addition to the 

normal line leads, to be externally connected (six leads). Thus, this starter is not an option for use 

with a motor that was originally constructed with only three leads. Wye-delta starting requires 

additional contactors in the starter, which drives up the cost of the equipment. This system is 

relatively simple to operate, but adjusting the starting characteristics is not an option once the 

system is installed. Overload protection needs to be designed for both the wye and delta 

connections [22, 28]. 

C) Auto transformer 

With autotransformer starting, a tapped transformer is used to supply reduced voltage to 

the motor. A three-coil autotransformer is used as wye configuration and connected to the motor 

in such a way as to supply reduced voltage to the motor when the line voltage is applied to the 

autotransformer. Several sets of taps are usually available to the user to provide different values 

of reduced voltage (NEMA standards are 80%, 65%, and 50% of the full line voltage) [22]. 

Additional taps can also be requested for supplementary reduced voltage ranges. With 

autotransformer starting, the line current is always less than the motor current during starting 

because the motor is on the secondary of a the transformer during acceleration, If a motor is 

connected to the 50 % tap of the autotransformer, the motor current would be reduced to 50 % of 

the normal starting value, but the line current would be only 25 % of the normal starting current. 

Since the motor starting current is greater than the line current with an autotransformer starter, 

the starter produces more torque per-ampere of line current than any other type of reduced 

voltage starter [43]. 

Its popularity is attributed to the fact that this type of starter can reduce the inrush current 

in the distribution system to the lowest level of all the different electromechanical types of 

starters. In addition, the taps on the autotransformer permit adjustment of voltage and motor 

torque. It is ideally suited for starting most industrial loads. 
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However, in all reduced voltage starting switching of voltage can result in a high spike of 

current during this transitory period of operation. The magnitude of this spike is dependent upon 

the motor speed and current when the switching occurs. There is a torque transient associated 

with this current peak which again may cause further problems [43].  

1.4 Thesis Objective and Outline 

This thesis describes the use of H-bridge converter with grid to control motor voltage. If 

the motor is directly connected with grid no control over the motor voltage, but with the 

proposed topology, termed as 3-phase H-bridge system can regulate the motor voltage during 

starting, or keep rated voltage under voltage sag and swells. Even the proposed system can 

maintain the motor operate at maximum efficiency through-out the load range.   

This topology has two appealing aspects: from grid side performance- reactive power 

generation instead of consumption and sustain to voltage sag in utility. And from the motor point 

of view the proposed system can soft start the motor, reduce the motor loss by operating the 

motor at variable voltage under fixed efficiency point.  

To clarify the operation, the motor voltage control is presented with existing power 

electronics solution to induction motor drive system. The necessary vector diagrams with 

mathematical equations under steady state condition are derived for the operation of the H- 

bridge converter.  As the system response is slow in nature, steady state equations are sufficient 

to describe the system. Equivalent circuit model parameter of induction motor is used to derive 

the plots. 

The application of bridge voltage control during soft start operation is explained. 

Controlling the bridge voltage during start reduce starting stress in the system. Transient 

conditions during starting are simulated in the Matlab environment with experimental validation. 

During voltage sag or swells the proposed system can maintain the motor at its rated 

value. Theoretical maximum sag tolerance is explained. Experimental and theoretical sag 

tolerance with reactive power generation capability of the proposed system is presented. 

Though the motors are rated for nameplate data but many motors are operated from the 

name plate rating (deviate from name plate data rating) and their performance is compromised. 
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Motors performances are evaluated. Different motor operating conditions are considered and 

compared. The proposed topology is compared with VFD and results are given. Also a control 

method with motor name plate data is proposed. Relationship between the motor winding 

temperature rise and motor losses are presented. The experimental results validate the theoretical 

predictions. The results show 3-phase H-bridge is suitable solution where frequency control is 

not required.  

1.5 Thesis Contributions 

The work presented in this thesis contributes to voltage control of induction motor. The 3-

phase H-bridge can be inserted between the utility grid and an induction motor to inject a voltage 

in series with the grid voltage. The magnitude and phase of this voltage is used to control the 

motor voltage to improve the performance of the overall system. 

The main contributions are as follows: 

A) Model development and implementation 

 The model of the proposed system has been developed in the Matlab–simulink 

environment and simulation is completed for different settings. 

 The controller is developed in dSpace and control the motor voltage in real time. 

 Define the relationships between the grid voltage sag compensation limits with the 

machine load and its operating power factor. 

 Propose a controller using readily available machine parameter from the motor nameplate 

data 

B) Advantages of the proposed topology 

 A controllable motor voltage allows the power electronics to function as a motor soft-

start. 

 Maintain motor voltage at its rated level during grid voltage disturbances (sags and 

swells). 

 Controlling motor voltage-increase or decrease the voltage relative to the grid voltage can 

improve the motor operating efficiency over the entire motor load range, from no-load to 

full-load. 
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 Lower system losses can lower energy bills, improve the power rating of the machine. 

 Lower motor loss can reduce operating temperature and prolong its operating lifetime. 

 Improve motor operating efficiencies under a mismatch condition between grid voltage 

and rated motor voltage. 

 With a relatively higher operating efficiency, lower cooling requirements are required for 

the power electronics and machine. 

 Optimize the machine power conversion efficiency as the load changes; hence saves 

energy cost, lowers the machine operating temperature and extends the life-time of the 

machine. 

C) Comparison of the proposed H-bridge with drive 

The most widely used drive in electrical motor is variable frequency drive or VFD which 

can control both motor’s voltage and frequency. But the standard drive can only reduce the 

motor voltage relative to grid and only two level voltage output can be obtained. High dv/dt 

stresses on the motor winding is observed. Moreover, with input L-C filter a VFD cannot supply 

the motor with rated voltage if the grid and motor and grid are rated at same voltage. So, it’s a 

common practice to supply a 460 v rated motor from a 480 v supply. But  

 The proposed system can increase or decrease the motor voltage relative to the grid 

voltage and thus improve system operating condition. 

 5-level pwm motor line voltage with a pwm frequency up to four times the switching 

frequency is achieved. Capacitor voltage is reduced by half. For a 230 V system, using a 

VFD,  the capacitor voltage is reached to 325 V but in the proposed system the voltage is 

only 165 V. Reduced voltage step sizes results lower higher frequency pwm induced iron 

losses and Cu losses. 

 The system generates VARs, hence improves the overall system power factor rather than 

lowering it. 
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Chapter 2 

2 Smart Electrical Grid Interface for an Induction Motor 

To place the thesis work in context, several power electronics systems are described that 

are used with an induction motor to provide either a soft-start or to improve its steady-state 

operating performance. From the perspective of this thesis, the phase-controlled thyristor ac/ac 

converter and the VFD represent opposite contrasting technologies. The thyristor converter 

controls the motor voltage only (frequency fixed), while the VFD provides both voltage and 

frequency control. The thyristor converter is often used as a soft-start and is more economic and 

energy efficient. Alternatively, the VFD provides a more superior motor control that includes a 

soft-start with lower supply rms currents, and also variable frequency motor control. However, 

the VFD has several disadvantages, including: higher energy losses; a higher cost; a larger 

product that often includes input and output ac reactors; sensitivity to grid voltage sags. The 

proposed 3-phase H-bridge converter described in this thesis provides an alternative solution to 

both these technologies, but also noting that it is not capable of motor frequency control. In 

short, the proposed system provides a series voltage injection with the utility voltage and can be 

used to control the motor voltage either above or below the grid voltage. This can be used to 

improve the operating efficiency of the motor and also to compensate for grid voltage sags and 

swells. The proposed system naturally generates VARs and can work as a series VAR 

compensator. The basic operation of the proposed system is described as an alternative to 

existing power electronic motor controllers.    

2.1 Introduction 

Starting large ac motors, with their associated loads, has always been a challenge from an 

electrical perspective. Motor starting systems using power electronics have increasingly been 

used over the years, replacing electromagnetic line starters and conventional voltage reduction 

starters, because of their higher performance, lower cost, size and weight, and more accurate 
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starting current control. Initially, 1970-1990, the thyristor phase controlled converter was the 

most popular semiconductor soft-start as it was the only device that could handle the large power 

required in many industrial applications. After 1990, the introduction of the IGBT made VFDs 

more feasible at industrial power levels and has been increasingly been used both as a soft-start 

and a variable frequency motor controller. Power electronic converters in general allows the 

induction motor to be more accurately controlled, together with its load, with higher power 

conversion efficiencies and associated lower energy consumption.  

The main function of a VFD is to draw electrical energy from the electrical grid and 

supply electrical energy to the motor at whatever voltage, current and frequency necessary to 

achieve the desired mechanical output. Despite the wide range of specific applications, the 

generalized motor drive configuration can be viewed as five separate parts: the power supply, the 

power electronic converter, the electric motor, the controller, and the mechanical load, see Fig. 

2-1. Electrical power applied to the motor flows through the power electronic converter where it 

is regulated by the controller using feedback information from the available sensors.  

The power electronic converter essentially provides the interface between the power 

supply and the motor. A number of techniques using power electronics have been developed 

either to start an induction motor or to control its steady-state operation using variable frequency 

control. Hence, power electronic converters for supplying power to an induction motor can be 

classified into two broad categories: a) solid-state reduced voltage starting-control only voltage; 

b) VFD starting-control both voltage and frequency. 
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Fig. 2-1. Electric drive system 

A traditional soft start system using voltage control is also associated with low lagging 

factor and high harmonic currents. Some attempts have been made to operate a grid connected 

induction motor with a leading power factor by modifying the motor structure or using a dual 

converter topology with an open winding motor. The majority of reactive power correction 
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techniques take the form of reactive current injection, such as using a capacitor bank, but these 

do not provide a motor soft start function. The prime purpose of the power electronics presented 

in this thesis is to bridge the functionality gap between soft start and VAR correction, whilst 

providing a range of useful features associated with the voltage control of a standard squirrel 

cage induction motor.  

2.2 Reduced Voltage Starting-Solid State Starter 

A solid-state reduced-voltage starter introduces power semiconductors between the power 

source and motor during the starting of a motor, just like a primary-impedance type starter [44-

46], Fig. 2-2. 
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Fig. 2-2. Thyristor based soft start 

The six thyristors (SCRs), two per phase, in a back-to-back or reverse parallel 

configuration control the power to the motor. The power to the motor is reduced by phase angle 

control the on times of the SCRs in a precise sequence. The SCRs only allow a portion of the 

three-phase supply voltage to be supplied to the motor on starting, thus reducing the current to 

the motor. The motor receives enough current to start rotation and accelerates to full load speed 

as the SCR's allow more voltage to reach the motor. When the motor has reached full speed, the 

SCR's may be "turned on" fully. However, the current should not be reduced beyond the level 

that is needed for the motor to accelerate. The current threshold level is often adjusted on an 

application basis to achieve acceptable acceleration [43].  

The soft-starter has to have significant flexibility in operation (e.g. acceleration time and 

stator winding heat) due to the variability of the mechanical load characteristics. This can result 

in lower maintenance cost, increased operational lifetime and can result in improved energy 

efficiency. Solid-state starters are typically more expensive than electromechanical starting 
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techniques, but may provide a lower total cost of ownership over the life of the motor [43]. There 

are limitations to solid-state starters, primarily due to low lagging factors and low-order 

harmonic currents caused by the switching patterns of the thyristors. This may put the solid-state 

starters in conflict with more stringent standards of power quality [47]. Moreover, with high 

loads, mostly as a result of the harmonic currents, the efficiency of the system with a solid-state 

starter tends to get somewhat less than that of the motor alone [43, 46].  

2.3 Standard VFD 

Variable-speed motor drives have existed for more than a century. Enormous 

improvements have been made since the use of the Ward-Leonhard dc drive, first using mercury 

arc rectifier controlled drives then to silicon-based controlled drives. Since the 1980's 

microprocessors have enabled the development of cost effective digital drives. The widespread 

availability of the DSP and FPGA technologies has enabled the development of a large capacity 

of drives with advanced features [48-50]. For conventional VFDs, the uncontrolled front-end 

passive ac to dc rectifier is used with load side standard voltage source inverter (VSI), Fig. 2-3. 

 

Fig. 2-3. Variable frequency drive (VFD) 

 The VSI has been one of the most influential power converter widely used in VFDs. 

Variable voltage and frequency control can be achieved by using the pulse width modulation 

(PWM) techniques [51, 53]. Control of the IM can be either scalar or vector control. Scalar 

control (V/F Control) is one common speed control technique. Generally, drives using this 

control do not use feedback signals (open loop control). Hence, a control of this type offers low 

cost and is an easy-to implement solution [49], with very little knowledge of the motor being 

required. A disadvantage of scalar control is that torque is not controlled directly, so any change 

in torque may result in electromagnetic torque and speed oscillations; the transient response is 

also slow in nature [54]. Contrarily, in vector control, not only magnitude and frequency but also 

instantaneous positions of voltage, current, and flux space vectors are controlled. A more stable 
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motor control is obtained [55-56]. The major drawback of this control is that it requires 

coordinate signal transformations and the control is dependent on the machine parameters.  

Reliability of the VSI drive is of utmost importance in industries. Drives used in critical 

industrial processes often require the drive to run smoothly in spite of voltage dips or momentary 

power interruptions on the grid. But, these drives can be very sensitive to voltage sags. An 

improved sag ride through capability requires the use of energy storage elements using series 

voltage injection, or rotating shafts, and can be limited to a few ac supply voltage cycles [57].  

VSIs can lead to a significant increase of the IMs operating temperature due to the 

additional losses associated with the harmonic distortion inherent to output PWM voltages (even 

when output filters are used). The operating temperature increase in VSI fed IMs, associated with 

the voltage transients at the motor terminals, due to the voltage reflection effects in the power 

cables, can also lead to a significant reduction in the motor stator winding insulation system 

lifetime [58]. Also, the commonly used uncontrolled input diode rectifier impresses low order 

harmonic currents on the utility grid system, which may cause power quality problems, 

especially for weak ac power systems [59, 60].  

 

Fig. 2-4. Back to back (BTB) converter 

To cope with more stringent power quality standards, some VFDs are equipped with 

active rectification or back-to-back (BTB) topology, in which a total of 12 switches are required, 

Fig. 2-4. The most common approach for active rectification is a voltage boosting ‘active’ 

voltage source rectifier (VSR) combined with LCL filters to synthesize sinusoidal input currents 

[61-63]. This topology has potential for full control of both dc-link voltage and input power 

factor, and it can work in both rectifying and regenerating modes. Appropriate filters (either L or 

LCL) may have to be inserted between the utility grid and the drive input terminals to reduce 

high frequency current harmonics. The use of these filters, along with heat sink requirements 

increases the drive overall cost and has been identified as a major barrier to increased power 
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density [63]. Back-to-back converters can also suffer from lower efficiency if the rated motor 

voltage is lower than the grid input voltage: the input voltage has to be boosted and then bucked 

[61]. Finally, with two-level BTB topology (12 switches), the motor line voltage waveform has 

only three levels, which introduces high 
dV

/dt stresses on the insulation of the motor windings.  If 

these voltage levels exceed the machine's insulation corona inception voltage, motor winding 

insulation life will be shortened. 

2.4 Dual Inverter Drive 

An inverter fed motor drive using two inverters is an attractive option for high power, 

high performance applications. In 1993, Stemmler and Guggenbach introduced the concept of 

the dual multilevel inverter for IMs with open-end stator windings: multilevel motor voltages are 

achieved by feeding both ends of the windings from the inverters [64], Fig. 2-5. The inverter 

increases the motor voltage which can be used to use a lower dc supply voltage, lower the motor 

current ratings or to extend the motor speed operating range [65-66]. When motor-drive systems 

are operated from a constant voltage battery source, the basic restraining factor on the motor 

operation is the need for flux weakening in the high speed range, hence lowering the motor 

torque and efficiency [67, 68].  Dual inverter topologies where the two inverters use the same dc 

voltage source has limited voltage boost capability and introduce circulating current in the 

system [66].  But the second inverter bridge can use a separate dc power source [68] or can be 

disconnected from any power source and thus make the dc side of the inverter floating [69]. The 

floating capacitor inverter can be allowed to fluctuate naturally depending on load [69].  This 

inverter provides reactive support to the electric machine and the motor voltage can be increased 

70% or the supply voltage can be dropped to 30% by using this configuration when compared to 

using a single inverter and a wye connected machine [67, 69].  

 

Fig. 2-5. Open winding induction motor configuration 
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2.5 VAR Compensation 

As already mentioned the current drawn by induction motors are lagging in nature. To 

compensate the resultant reactive power many power electronic converters can be connected to 

the utility grid. FACTS (an abbreviation for flexible ac transmission systems) refer to a group of 

power electronic topologies used to overcome certain limitations in the static and dynamic 

transmission capacity of electrical networks. While FACTS has been available for many years, 

new communication and control technologies can improve power system reliability, reduce 

transmission costs and facilitate higher levels of renewable energy use [71].  

Among the different types of FACTS devices, these are divided into two categories, 

determined by the way in which they are connected to the power system: parallel or shunt 

compensation (which continues to be the most common) and series compensation (Fig. 2-6). 

TCSR/TSSR
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TCR/TSR TSC

STATCOM

Step down 

transformer

Line

 

Fig. 2-6. VAR compensation; a) series compensation, b) shunt compensation 

The thyristor switched capacitor (TSC) and the thyristor controlled reactor (TCR) are two 

thyristor based static VAR compensators (SVCs). The static synchronous compensator 

(STATCOM) or static synchronous condenser (STATCON) is a voltage source converter based 

shunt compensation device. By controlling injected current in quadrature with voltage at the 

point of coupling, the amount of reactive compensation can be adjusted. [72]. 

Thyristor controlled series compensator (TCSC) is a line impedance control device. 

Topologically, it is the same as TCR in parallel with fixed capacitor type SVC. It includes a 

back-to-back pair of thyristors, an inductor in series with the thyristors and a capacitor in parallel 
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with the inductor and thyristors, shown in Fig.2-6. By controlling the firing angle of the thyristor 

pair, the average reactive compensation can be continuously varied [73]. 

A more advanced series compensation FACTS system is the static synchronous series 

compensator (SSSC). As a dual of the STATCOM, the SSSC is a VSC based device. It can 

provide the same range of capacitive and inductive compensation. Power flow is controlled by 

varying the equivalent impedance between two buses in power grid. The dynamic voltage 

restorer (DVR) is a means of mitigating voltage sag in power systems and is a series 

compensation device using VSC with coupling transformer similar to the SSSC [74]. 

The unified power flow controller (UPFC) is a combination of series and shunt 

compensation and is able to control, simultaneously or selectively, all the parameters affecting 

power flow in the transmission line (i.e., voltage magnitude, impedance, and phase angle). But a 

transformer must be used as an interface between the transmission line and each inverter. 

Moreover, the transformer based UPFCs are still too slow in dynamic response due to large time 

constant of magnetizing inductance over resistance and pose control challenges because of 

transformer saturation, magnetizing current, and voltage surge [75]. 

2.6 Floating H-Bridge Converter  

Single phase bridge topologies using phase floating capacitors are a viable multilevel 

power converter system. Compared to the traditional two-level converters, the multilevel 

converters have significant advantages such as the enhanced quality of the output voltage at low 

switching frequencies, low electromagnetic interference, low-voltage stress on semiconductor 

switches, reduced voltage derivative, higher efficiency, etc.. At higher number of voltage levels, 

the pulse width modulated staircase waveform is an approximation of a sinusoidal waveform, 

and hence, expensive and bulky filters can be avoided. Also, the massive transformer for 

stepping up the voltage in high voltage application can be eliminated, as the multilevel inverters 

can generate high-voltage waveforms using low voltage rated switching devices [76-77].  

A number of multilevel converter topologies most commonly the neutral-point-clamped 

(NPC) inverter [78], the flying capacitor (FC) inverter [79], and the cascaded H-bridge (CHB) 

inverter [80] have been proposed since the introduction of the concept of multilevel power 

conversion in the late 1980s. The CHB multilevel converter is a widely accepted topology in the 
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industry. The series connected H-bridge cells are fed directly from isolated dc voltage sources, 

Fig. 2-7. This topology is chosen in many high-voltage applications due to its modular structure 

and simple control schemes [81]. A major limitation of this topology is the requirement of 

multiple dc voltage sources [82-83]. When conversion of real power is essential, the difficulty of 

supplying power to so many dc sources may preclude the use of the CHB inverters. In addition to 

the conventional multilevel converters, a number of new multilevel topologies for different 

applications have been proposed in the literature. A hybrid inverter topology comprising of a 

multi-level inverter in series with H-bridge cells is presented in [83]. This topology can provide 

five-level voltage output with effective capacitor-voltage balancing. Higher number of output 

voltage levels is always preferred in the multilevel inverter-fed ac drives as it reduces the 

harmonic distortion and also reduces torque ripple in the motor significantly. So, a hybrid 

converter formed by the series connection of a main three-level NPC converter and auxiliary 

floating H-bridges (NPC-HBs) has been presented in [84-86]. The NPC is used to supply the 

active power while the H-bridges (HBs) operate as series active filters, improving the voltage 

waveform quality by only handling the reactive power and thus reduces the need for bulky and 

expensive LCL passive filters; making it an attractive alternative for large power applications 

[85, 84] 
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Fig. 2-7. The cascaded H-bridge topology a); with b) phase-shifted transformers, c) batteries supplying isolated cells 

The magnetic energy recovery switch (MERS) was developed for high power application 

for reactive compensation and voltage control of loads or generators [87]. The configuration was 
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suggested for series compensation of transmission systems, Fig. 2-8. Recently, starting an 

induction motor using serial voltage injection has been proposed [87-89], in which magnetic 

energy recovery switches (MERS) are inserted between the utility grid and induction motor. 

However, this configuration uses line-frequency switching and harmonic currents are generated, 

which cause mechanical oscillations. It has been experimentally confirmed that open loop 

control of MERS cannot increase the motor voltage over a certain value because of oscillation 

and ‘runaway situation'. Close loop control was found to be useful to damp the oscillation, but 

the oscillation cannot be completely avoided [89]. 

AC AC

MERS

 

Fig. 2-8. Configuration of the MERS 

In general, at higher number of voltage levels, the cost and the complexity of multilevel 

inverter circuits increase, and reliability decreases due to the presence of a large number of 

components and the associated control circuits. Hence, one of the main areas of research in this 

field is the development of multilevel inverter topologies for low voltage systems that use fewer 

components, with higher reliability and higher efficiency. 

2.7 Proposed 3-phase Floating H-bridge System 

The prime purpose of the power electronics system presented in this thesis is to provide: 

voltage control of an induction motor to mitigate inrush current during starting; voltage boosting 

during operation to compensate for low supply voltages; variable voltage to improve the motor 

efficiency, as well as to provide good ride-through capabilities for critical loads driven by 

induction motors. The implementation of the proposed topology reported in this thesis utilizes 

three single-phase floating capacitor voltage source H-bridge inverters to inject a voltage in each 

phase being supplied to the motor, see Fig. 2-9. The 3-phase H-bridge uses a standard 3-wire 

induction machine, Fig. 2-9(a); and uses 12 switches. The 3-phase inverter version, Fig. 2-9(b), 
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requires an open winding machine, using a 6-switch standard 3-phase inverter module, and 

operating with a dc voltage double that experienced in the 3-phase H-bridge version. Due to the 

potential benefits, the analysis and experimental results reported in this thesis were obtained 

using the 3-phase H-bridge; however the series voltage injection controller used is identical for 

both implementations. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 2-9. Power electronic converters for series voltage compensation of a smart grid connected induction motor (a) 

3-phase H-bridge, (b) 3-phase inverter 

The principle of operation of an induction machine with series voltage injection is 

described and possible range of operation is investigated assuming an idealized system. Key 

assumptions for this discussion are: (1) that there is no real power transfer to the floating bridge, 

only reactive power flow; (2) that the power factor of the motor remains constant. These 

assumptions are suitable to enable a simple understanding of the system operation. The realities 

of operating with a non-ideal bridge, variable motor power factor and transient requirements are 

also discussed. As there is no real power transfer between the ac circuit and bridge, the voltage at 

the ac terminals of the floating bridge must be controlled to inject a voltage into the circuit that is 

perpendicular to the current phasor. As a result, the voltage across the terminals of the motor is 

phase shifted relative to the grid supply voltage.  

2.8 Basic Bridge Operating Principle   

The steady-state operating principle of the proposed system can be illustrated using a 

single phase equivalent circuit, Fig. 2-10 (a), and a voltage vector diagram representing one 
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phase of the system, Fig. 2-10 (b). Various angles are identified in Fig. 2-10 (b) for analysis 

purposes.  

A single phase floating capacitor H-bridge inverter is modeled as a variable voltage 

source using 3-level pwm voltages in each motor phase with a fundamental component, Vb. Two 

H-bridge voltage waveforms, Fig. 2-11 (a), (b) add with the grid line voltage, Fig. 2-11 (c) to 

form the line voltage delivered to the motor, Fig. 2-11 (d): two H-bridge voltages result in a 5-

level pwm voltage in the motor line voltage with a pwm frequency up to four times the bridge 

switching frequency, Fig. 2-11 (e). The fundamental component of the motor line voltage, VLm 

determines the fundamental phase voltage delivered to the motor and is denoted Vm, with the 

per-phase component of the grid voltage denoted Vg, where line grid voltage is denoted as VLg.  
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Vb 
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 (a) (b) 

Fig. 2-10. Simplified system fundamental voltage single phase representation; (a) equivalent circuit, (b) vector 

diagram with angles labelled 

When the per-phase voltage injected by the floating bridge, Vb, is zero, the grid voltage 

Vg and motor voltage Vm are equal and the stator current, lagging the stator voltage by φm. If a 

voltage Vb is injected by the floating bridge, the motor voltage is given by the vector summation 

between the grid and floating bridge voltage (Vm=Vg +Vb). As a result, the motor voltage and 

current are phase shifted relative to the grid supply voltage and the grid power factor may be 

improved, Fig. 2-12. By changing the floating bridge injected voltage, it is possible to adjust the 

motor voltage until the stator current is perpendicular to H-bridge voltage. Basic control of the 

motor voltage is achieved by changing the angle α of the floating bridge injected voltage relative 

to the grid voltage: generally the higher α the higher is the motor voltage and vice versa, Fig. 2-

12. During a transient, the injected bridge voltage will change in magnitude if the current does 

not lie at 900 to the H-bridge voltage.  
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However, if the grid voltage magnitude and phase is known together with the H-bridge dc 

voltage, the angle α can be set by the controller to supply the motor at its desired voltage. 

Steady-state is reached when the current lies at 90
0
 to the H-bridge voltage: representing a zero 

net power flow to the floating capacitor H-bridge: the H-bridge switching and conduction losses 

change this angle slightly depending upon the relative load power level. 
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 Fig. 2-11. Voltage waveforms; (a) Phase A and (b) Phase B of H-bridge output voltage, (c) grid line voltage, (d) 

motor line voltage component due to the H-bridges, (e) 5-level PWM waveforms generated by H-bridge 
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Fig. 2-12. Phasor diagram for floating capacitor H-bridge converter motor drive system 

The voltage injection angle α, Fig. 2-11; can be controlled to deliver the desired motor 

voltage Vm to the motor, see Fig. 2-12: 

(a) reduce voltage: the motor voltage lower than the grid voltage, such as required for soft 

starting the motor, (Vm1 in Fig. 2-12);  

(b) increase voltage: the motor voltage above the grid voltage, such as maintaining the motor 

voltage at its rated value when the grid voltage is reduced (Vm2 in Fig. 2-12),; 

(c) rated voltage: keeping the motor at rated voltage, when grid is equal to rated, Fig. 2-10(b).  
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Fig. 2-13. Phasor voltage vectors: (a) Vm= rated, high load, (b) Vm = rated, light load, (c) Vm = rated>Vg, high load 

Under rated voltage control, Vm follows a semicircle, Figs. 2-13(a), (b), in the voltage 

vector diagram, and α is changed to keep Vm fixed as the motor power factor changes: high at 

full load, Fig. 2-13(a), down to a low value under light load, Fig. 2-13 (b). Alternatively, if the 

grid voltage is lower than rated voltage, the motor voltage has to be boosted above the grid 
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voltage, Fig. 2-13(c). The vector diagrams in Fig. 2-13 demonstrate that the 3-phase H-bridge 

can deliver the desired motor voltage by changing α as long as the bridge capacitor voltage is 

allowed to change: the amplitude modulation depth ma of the H-bridges is fixed at its maximum 

to limit the maximum dc capacitor voltage.  

2.9 Voltage Vector Analysis 

As the motor load changes, the motor characteristics determines the relationship between 

the motor voltage Vm, power factor cosm, and power factor angle m, Figs. 2-10 (b): the grid 

voltage Vg is assumed constant and the same as the motor rated voltage Vm,rated. During steady 

state operation, the system power factor angle as seem at the grid g, H-bridge fundamental 

voltage Vb and the resultant dc voltage Vdc, can be predicted knowing Vg, Vm, m. 

For simplification, assume:   

m
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g
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Using Fig. 2-10 (b), mg and  are obtained from: 
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Knowing g, m the remaining angles in the vector diagram, Fig. 2-10 (b), are obtained using: 

 
m g

      ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 2-4             

m
90     .............................................................................................................................. 2-5 

The system behavior with changing load is presented using the motor equivalent circuit 

parameters for a 5 HP induction motor given in table 1 in chapter 1.  

The grid voltage is assumed to be the same as the motor rated voltage, VLg=VLm=230V; 
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Vg=VL=230/3=133V, and the motor load is assumed to vary over a wide range, typically from 

10 % to 100 % of rated.  is illustrated in Fig. 2-14 (a) as a function of the motor load in %. For 

completeness,  and  are shown in Fig. 2-14 (b). Noting that the motor decides the relationship 

between Vm and m as the motor load changes, m and g are shown in Fig. 2-14 (c). 

 is increasing from under 10 at light load to close to 50 at high load. The controller 

uses  to deliver the desired motor voltage and Fig. 2-13 gives an insight as to how this is 

possible. For rated voltage control, the motor power factor is low under light load and high under 

high load, see m in Fig. 2-14(c). Hence  is low under light load and high at high load, see  
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Fig. 2-14. System operations under 3-phase H-bridge configuration: a) control angle α, b) angles  and, c) power 

factor, d) capacitor dc voltage 

Eqn. 2-3. Considering Fig. 2-13,  changes from a small value under light load to a high value at 

high load.  

The linear relationship between cos g and Vm,pu,  cos m, see Eqn. 2-2, accounts for the 

decreasing magnitude of g as the load increases in Fig. 2-14 (c). Note that g is a leading angle 
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relative to Vg while m is a lagging angle relative to the Vm. For rated voltage operation Vm,pu is 

constant, but m decreases with increasing load, hence g decreases also.  

With the various angles defined and assuming Vg = Vm,rated, the bridge injected voltage Vb 

can be predicted using Fig. 2-10 (b), and can be expressed in two ways: 

m

b g
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V V
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b g m m m m
V V V cos V sin      ................................................................................. 2-6(b) 

The capacitor dc voltage is minimized by keeping the bridge pwm amplitude modulation 

depth at maximum, resulting in the bridge capacitor voltage fluctuating with Vb, and given by: 

b

cap

a

2V
V

m
  ............................................................................................................................ 2-7 

Vcap is plotted in Fig. 2-14 (d) and decreases with increasing load.  

These expressions are useful in determining the theoretical system and motor 

performance when the motor characteristics are known: e.g. system VARs, power factor, and 

bridge capacitor dc voltage stresses. 

2.10 Conclusion 

Several power electronics solutions for providing a motor soft start and var control are 

described. A 3-phase H-bridge system is described that provides multilevel output voltages. The 

3-phase H-bridge is described as providing a series voltage injection between the as supply and 

the motor. Motor voltage control is explained with vector diagrams and mathematical equations 

are derived to predict the system behavior.   
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Chapter 3 

3  Soft Start  

The motor soft-start function of the 3-phase H-bridge is described for starting 3-phase 

squirrel cage induction motors supplied from the utility grid. The process is based upon the 3-

phase H-bridge injecting a fundamental voltage in series between the grid and the induction 

machine terminals. The motor starting current control described is based upon controlling the 

angle of the injected voltage relative to the grid voltage in order to control the magnitude of the 

voltage injection, hence the voltage delivered to the motor. The pwm amplitude modulation 

depth of the H-bridges is kept at maximum and the bridge dc voltages are allowed to fluctuate to 

change the magnitude of the voltage injection.  An algorithm is described that accurately predicts 

the magnitude of the dc capacitor voltages before motor starting; hence over-voltage problems 

can be avoided. Experimental results show that the proposed system and controller can 

successfully soft start a standard squirrel cage induction machine under different modes and load 

conditions.  

3.1 Introduction 

The soft-start current control employed means that the motor voltage is reduced below its 

rated value to control the motor current, and is zero at the moment of starting: the H-bridge 

injected voltage is used to achieve this. Hence, no motor inrush current occurs and the motor 

current is made to ramp up from zero and then controlled at a desired level during the starting 

period. In addition, an auxiliary safety mechanism is also included so that excessive motor 

heating during soft start can be avoided. 

The current control algorithm presented in this thesis was developed after experience 

gained from an initial motor voltage estimation PI control algorithm was developed [90-91]. 

However, this control involved a Park’s transformation of the motor current, which was sensitive 

to interference from system disturbances and current harmonics caused by switching of the 
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power electronics. Effective tuning of the two PID controllers proved to be a difficult task [90-

91]. 

The proposed motor starting current controller algorithm described in this thesis, was 

developed to determine the induction motor terminal voltage more directly [90-91], open loop 

voltage control, based upon direct measurement of the grid voltage and the H-bridge injected 

voltage vectors; the latter is determined by feedback of the average H-bridge dc voltages and the 

angle of the voltage injection being used. A closed-loop PI current control approach is used to 

determine the demand motor voltage required reducing a current error signal to zero; the demand 

current profile is preset by the controller.  

3.2 Motor Voltage Control 

The basic function of the controller presented is to regulate the phasor angle α, so that 

motor voltage can be controlled. The geometrical principle behind the proposed alpha angle 

control is shown in Fig. 3-1.  
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Fig. 3-1. Vector diagrams for the proposed alpha angle control 

Control operation assumes that the rms value of the grid voltage Vg can be measured. The 

average of the three bridge dc voltages can be used to determine the effective series injected 

bridge ac voltage: 
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Averaging the three dc capacitor voltages lowers the effect of the 120 Hz ripple voltage in 

each bridge. The theoretical fundamental component of the voltage injected by the H-bridge can 

be estimated from Eqn. 2-7. 
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Note that, ma represents modulation index of the H-bridge. The pwm method used in this 

paper uses zero-sequence signal injection to increase the modulation index. The theoretical upper 

limit for ma using zero-sequence injection is 1.15.  In reality, ma is fixed and set to be slightly 

lower (ma=1.12).   

Vm
*
 represents the reference signal for induction motor terminal voltage. The procedure 

of a current limited soft-start function is to ramp up the motor voltage rapidly from zero until a 

pre-set desired current limit is reached, and then the motor voltage is held constant to control the 

current at its desired pre-set level. Upon reaching full-speed, the motor current naturally falls 

down to its full-speed running level.  

3.3 Controller 

There are two basic categories of soft-starting methods: voltage ramp starting and current 

limit starting, Fig.3-2. Voltage ramp starting is the simplest form of soft starting in which the 

voltage supplied to the motor is increased progressively. The voltage ramp allows the applied 

motor voltage to increase from zero to 100% over and adjustable period of time, Fig.3-2(a). For 

current limit starting, Fig.3-2(b), the controller will sense the motor current and alter control 

signals in order to adjust the motor voltage to whatever value is necessary in order to maintain 

the current at the desired level at all time during starting and running conditions. 
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Fig. 3-2. Reduced voltage starting; a) voltage limit, b) current limit soft start 

As most of today’s soft starter manufactures offer both options in one, voltage ramp 

starting is also added in this thesis as an alternative soft start option, thus there is a flexibility to 

decide which soft-starting method is going to be employed before starting the motor. In this way, 
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the starting characteristics can be improved to provide a more healthy start for both the motor 

and the connected equipment.  

As motor torque is proportional to square of voltage applied [60], reducing starting motor 

voltage essentially reduce starting torque for the motor. This means if current limit for soft start 

is set too small, the starting capability of the motor is severely reduced, resulting two possible 

scenarios:    a) the machine may stall, remain at zero speed b) the machine may start but fail to 

accelerate to its running speed, causing it to run at that sub-synchronous speed. If either of the 

above scenarios happens, excessive motor heating will result, which may lead to premature 

motor winding failure [92]. So, a thermal limit timer is used as auxiliary safety mechanism to 

protect against damage due to over-temperatures during soft start. The threshold for the timer has 

a nonlinear relationship with the maximum allowable current limit, which is adopted according 

to the typical induction motor thermal limit curve shown in [93].  

The proposed schematic diagram for soft start is given in Fig.3-3. 
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Fig. 3-3. Schematic diagram for soft start 

The steady state operating motor voltage, 
Lm ,ref

V , as well as maximum allowable root-

mean-square (RMS) current magnitude m ax

rm s
I during soft start is defined in the controller. If the 

actual motor current 
rm s

I is below the desired maximum, the ouput from the ramp rate **

m
V  is 

passed through as the motor voltage reference signal *

m
V . If the actual RMS motor current

rms
I
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exceeds its maximum allowable limit m ax

rm s
I , a hold funciton is initiated, which locks *

m
V to the 

most recent value of **

m
V until the induction motor reaches steady-state speed and the actual 

motor current 
rm s

I falls below its desired maximum. If the actual soft start time exceeds the 

threshold specified by motor thermal limit timer, the power electronics automatically turns off; 

abandoning the soft start process and a warning signal is generated in the human machine 

interface (HMI). 

3.3.1 Control Block Diagram 

Vm
*
 is a function of the desired soft start mode being assumed, PI or PID control is not 

required, which makes the tuning of the controller much easier, Fig. 3-4. The reference signal for 

α
* 

is derived from Eqn. 2-3 (b). A phase correction signal corr was set at 5˚ in the experimental 

system to take into account various signal phase delays, such as PWM signal generation delays, 

but mainly the 5 kHz clocking frequency of the dSPACE controller (= 200 μS = 4.3˚). An 

absolute block is used to keep angle  positive during start-up. A PLL is used to track the grid 

voltage angle (θ), which is used to perform the inverse Park’s transformation converting the dq0 

frame modulation signals dd, dq, d0 into to abc frame modulation signals da
*
, db

*
, dc

*
. Next, 

triangle intersection implementation of SVPWM [94], is used to obtain the modified modulation 

signals da
**

, db
**

, dc
**

 which include the zero-sequence signal. Finally, comparison of the 

modified modulation signals da
**

, db
**

, dc
**

 with level-shifted multi-carrier signals yields the 

gating signals Da, Db, Dc for the H-bridges. Thus, five level pwm line voltage waveforms are 

achieved [95-96]. 

3.4 Maximum Bridge DC Voltage Prediction  

Maximum bridge dc voltage prediction is implemented since it is power factor dependent 

and has the potential to reach high values. The bridge modulation index is fixed at ma=1.12. This 

means that H-bridge dc capacitor voltage has a linear relationship with the bridge ac voltage 

injected.   
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If per unit (p.u.) value is used, where the rms grid phase voltage is the base voltage 

(Vg,pu=1.0) and m is power factor angle of the motor, the mathematical equation for ac voltage 

(p.u.) injected by the H-bridge converter can be obtained from Eqn. 2-6 (b) 

 
2

b ,pu m ,pu m m ,pu m
V 1 V cos V sin        ............................................................................ 3-3 

Eqn. 3-3 shows that the bridge ac injected voltage is closely related to two factors:  

a) Motor terminal voltage Vm,pu, 

b) Motor fundamental power factor angle m.  

Assuming the grid voltage Vg is set at 1 p.u., then during a soft start, the per-unit motor 

terminal voltage increases gradually from 0 to 1.0 p.u. Using Eqn. 3-3, the trend for the bridge 

injected voltage under various motor power factor angles (m from 0
0
 to 90

0
) is plotted in Fig. 3-

5. 
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Fig.3-4. Control block diagram. 
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Fig. 3-5. H-bridge ac voltage trend under various induction motor power factor angles 

The proposed system can realize soft start of induction motor, in which the motor 

terminal voltage increases gradually from 0 to 1.0 p.u. . It can be seen from Fig. 3-5 that during 

any soft start process, the H-bridge ac voltage always starts from 1.0 p.u. Generally, the heavier 

the induction motor is loaded, the smaller is induction motor power factor angle. There are three 

scenarios to be considered:  

A) Heavy motor load (m ≤20
0
): ac voltage injected by H-bridge decreases as soft star 

progresses (Vm.p.u increases gradually from 0 to 1.0 p.u). 

B) Medium motor Load (20
0 

<(m < 40
0
): With increase in motor terminal voltage, ac 

voltage injected by H-bridge first goes up and then goes down. 

C) Light motor Load ((m >40
0
):  voltage injected by H-bridge shoots up with increase in 

motor terminal voltage. 

Light motor load condition is more of a concern in terms of bridge dc voltage because an 

increasing ac voltage injection puts more demand on dc capacitor voltage. At extreme high 

induction motor power factor angles ((m ≥70
0
), voltage injected by H-bridge curvatures tend to 

approximate a straight line. This is because at high power factor angles, the following equations 

hold: 

cosm0 and sinm 1 ........................................................................................................... 3-4 

Putting value of cosm and sinm into Eqn. 3-3, ac voltage injected by H-bridge can be 

expressed as: 
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b ,pu m ,pu
V V 1   ...................................................................................................................... 3-5  

Eqn. 3-5 shows when the induction motor is close to no load condition, the ac voltage 

injected by H-bridges tends to shoot up linearly with increase in motor terminal voltage. As a 

consequence, the dc capacitor voltage also increases linearly as soft star progresses. This means 

although the behavior of H-bridge dc capacitor voltage has a rather complex pattern under 

various induction motor load conditions, a simple representation of the worst case scenario for dc 

capacitor voltage before motor starting can be established. Therefore, maximum bridge dc 

voltage prediction algorithm is developed which is being included in control algorithm. 

3.5 DC Capacitor Charging 

In order to generate an artificial voltage vector that is able to counteract with the grid 

voltage, the dc capacitor voltage of the H-bridge should be charged to an appropriate magnitude 

before a soft start begins, otherwise, a mismatch between the grid voltage and bridge voltage 

may cause excessive motor currents. Therefore, the initial charging process for DC capacitor is 

investigated. Assuming a balanced operation condition between the grid and induction motor, the 

neutral points between the grid and a Y-connected induction motor stator windings should have 

the same voltage potential. Therefore, the per-phase equivalent circuit of the 3-phase H-bridge 

converter is illustrated in Fig. 3-6. 

During the initial capacitor charging process, the IGBT switches of the H-bridge are 

turned off, leaving only antiparallel diodes conducting currents. Therefore, Fig. 3-6 (a) can be 

further simplified as Fig. 3-6 (b): From Fig. 3-6(b), it is obvious that during the initial capacitor 

charging process, the proposed system is equivalent to a single-phase diode rectifier without a 

load connected to it. 

Due to anti-parallel diodes of the H-bridges, the dc capacitor voltage of the H-bridge can 

be naturally charged without special charging circuits before a soft start begins. Since the 

naturally charged dc capacitor voltage level is approximately the same as grid peak voltage, an 

artificial voltage vector that is able to counteract with the grid voltage right after a soft start is 

possible. 
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 (a) (b) 

Fig. 3-6. Per-phase (a) equivalent circuit of  the proposed system   and (b) equivalent circuit during  initial capacitor 

charging process  

3.6 Dc Capacitor Ripple Voltage Modeling 

For the proposed system, there exists dc capacitor voltage ripple due to energy fluctuation 

within the H-bridges. To quantify this dc capacitor voltage ripple, energy analysis is carried out. 

It should be noted that for the whole analysis process, the motor current vector I is used as the 

reference for the phasor coordinate.  

Assuming a balanced system, since the H-bridge converters are connected in series with 

induction motor, the bridge current is the same as motor current, which can be expressed as: 

A rm s s
I 2 I sin(2 f t )   .............................................................................................................. 3-6 

As already mentioned the voltage vector injected by the H-bridge is roughly 90 degrees 

leading the motor current vector. Therefore, the bridge voltage of phase A can be expressed as 

(Vb represents the RMS value for bridge voltage): 

A b s
V 2V sin(2 f t )

2


    ....................................................................................................... 3-7 

It should be noted that although the actual voltage injected by the H-bridge is a PWM 

waveform, to simplify the analysis, only the fundamental frequency component is considered. 

The instantaneous power flow from/to the Phase A of H-bridge can be expressed as: 

A A A b rms s s b rms s
P V I 2V I sin(2 f t ) sin(2 f t ) V I sin(2 2f t )

2


        ........................................... 3-8 
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Eqn. 3-8 implies that: a) the average net power to the H-bridge is zero; b) the 

instantaneous power flow from/to the H-bridge is fluctuating at twice the grid fundamental 

frequency (120 Hz). For an individual H-bridge, the only component that can absorb electrical 

energy is the dc capacitor. Therefore, it can be concluded that due to this fluctuating power flow, 

the dc capacitor is constantly being charged and discharged, causing a ripple voltage on the dc 

capacitor, as is shown in Fig. 3-7.  
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Fig. 3-7. Waveforms of different aspects of the H-bridge system  

To quantify the ripple voltage, the energy stored in the capacitor during the charging 

period can be calculated as: 

1 1

b rms240 240

ch arg e A b rms s
0 0

V I
W P dt V I sin(2 2f t )dt

120
   


   ............................................................ 3-9 

On the other hand, the energy stored in the dc capacitor during the charging period can 

also be calculated by the initial and final capacitor voltage level difference as (C represents the 

capacitance of DC capacitor): 

2 2

ch arg e peak peak peak peak peak peak cap

1 1
W (V V )C (V V )(V V )C 2CV V

2 2
     

       ................... 3-10 

From Eqn. 3-9 and 3-10, the magnitude of dc capacitor ripple ΔV can be calculated as: 

b rm s

cap

V I
V

240 C V
 


 .................................................................................................................. 3-11 
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Using Eqn. 3-2 , dc capacitor ripple ΔV can be calculated as: 

a rms
m I

V
240 2 C

 


 ................................................................................................................... 3-12 

Assuming a fixed modulation index, Eqn. 3-12 indicates the magnitude of dc capacitor 

voltage ripple in the H-bridge is proportional to motor current and inversely proportional to the 

capacitance. Since the motor current is determined by motor load condition, the only factor that 

can reduce the dc capacitor ripple is to increase the capacitance of the dc capacitor, Fig. 3-8. For 

100% ripple voltage minimum capacitance value is 0.163mF. 
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Fig. 3-8. Effect of capacitance on ripple voltage 

3.7 Simulation Results 

Simulation model is very useful to predict system behaviour before experimental 

validation and it also helps to recognize system performance without real world complexity. A 

MATLAB based simulation is used to verify the proposed H-bridge floating capacitor converter 

configuration. To verify steady state and soft start operation active device model is used. The 

parameter used in induction machine model is same as given in table 1. 

Two different load settings are used to present simulation results: 50% load and 100% 

load, Fig. 3-9. The pre-set current limit is set to 3p.u. and load is set to square of speed. 

Simulation results show that the proposed control can soft start the induction motor within 

limited current settings, Fig.3-9 (c) and (d) . With the same current setting the higher load takes 

more time to reach steady state. As current limit soft start method is used, motor voltage ramp 

stops and stays at constant voltage when current reached maximum set value, Fig.3-9 (g) and (h). 

Thus, reference voltage generated by soft start controller limit the inrush current. As bridge  
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(i)  (j) 

Fig. 3-9. System operation-torque:  (a) half load; (b) full load, motor current: (c) half load; (d) full load, speed: (e) 

half load; (f) full load; motor reference voltage: (g) half load; (h) full load, capacitor dc voltage:  (i) half load; (j) full 

load 
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voltage is pre charged and set from 1p.u., so voltage across the motor starts from zero, motor and 

grid power factor angle starts from zero reaches higher point and comes down as motor reach 

steady state. As the load increase motor power factor angle decrees (power factor increases), so 

as bridge voltage decreases with increasing load, Fig. 3-9. The simulated results show for full 

load capacitor voltage is lower compare to half load condition. 

Simulated results presented here is very well agreement with theoretical prediction and 

also validate the concept before real time testing. 

3.8 Experimental Setup 

A 230V 5 HP motor-generator set is used as the test platform, as is schematically shown 

in Fig. 3-10 (a). 

 

(a) 

    

 (b) (c) 

Fig. 3-10. Experimental test facility; (a) schematic for test platform, (b) controller with power electronics, (c) 

induction motor-dc generator set 

From Fig. 3-10 it can be seen that three single-phase H-bridges are installed between the 

grid and the induction motor. A permanent magnet dc generator is mechanically coupled with the 
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induction motor and a variable resistor bank is connected to the dc generator armature terminals 

to act as a variable load. The actual experimental test facility is shown in Fig. 3-10 (b) and (c).  

In the soft start test results, available 3phase supply is used, in the lab the line to line 

voltage is 208 V. The converters used in the experiment are custom made IGBT based power 

converters. The Semikron (SKiM306GD12E4) IGBT modules are used. The single H-bridges 

were made up of 2 separate inverter legs each with a 4mF dc capacitor with a voltage rating of 

500VDC. Through parallel connection, the equivalent capacitance in each H-bridge is 8mF. 

Lower value capacitance can be used in the experiment but produces higher ripple voltage, say 1 

mF capacitor produces 15V voltage ripple. 

The induction motor is an inverter duty motor, has 4 poles and is rated at 5hp 60Hz, and 

parameters are provided in Table II.  DC generator and resistor bank is used as load. The dc 

machine is rated at 5HP 180 V dc, 21.6A, 1750 rpm, type 3681P TEFC, design B, with a 

nominal efficiency of 84%. The variable resistor bank is rated at 250V with a resistance range 

from 7.81Ω to 83.3Ω. 

TABLE II.  INDUCTION MOTOR-2 PARAMETERS 

    

Prated 
= 3.7 kW  Rs = 0.562 Ω 

    

Is,rated 
= 13.6 A  RR = 0.3 Ω 

   

Vs,rated 
= 230 V  Xs = 0.544 Ω 

   fs = 60 Hz  XR = 0.766 Ω 

   p = 4   XM = 18.34 Ω 

 

The proposed control algorithm is implemented on a dSPACE CLP1104 platform, with a 

sampling frequency of 5kHz and a switching frequency of 7.5 kHz. 

3.9 Experimental Results 

Experimental testing is carried out to determine various aspects of the proposed system.  
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3.9.1 Current Limit Soft Start 

Pre-setting the motor starting current at appropriate desired per-unit level, soft starting of 

a standard induction motor is implemented with a wide range of load conditions. Fig. 3-11 shows 

the starting voltage, current and speed under different starting procedures. 

    

(a) (b) 

    

(c) (d) 

 

(e) 

Fig. 3-11. Current limit soft-start: different conditions; (a) full-voltage; no load, (b) 2.0 p.u. motor current limit; no 

load, (c) 2.5 p.u. urrent limit; half load, (d) 3.1 p.u. current limit; full load, (e) 2.0 p.u. current limit; full load 
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The full voltage direct on-line start results in an inrush peak current of about 105 A, 

approximately 5.5 times peak rated motor current, Fig. 3-11 (a). In contrast, a soft start, Figs 3-

11(b-d), results in limited motor currents and longer acceleration times. The reference signal 

(R1) in Figs. 3-11 (b-e) represents the motor starting current limits. The peak system current 

stress is the pre-set desired current level chosen for the starting procedure. Direct online starting, 

Fig. 3-11(a), results in a very rapid motor acceleration, in contrast, Fig 3.11 (e) presents a 

scenario where the current limit is set too low, the motor shaft rotates fails to accelerate to rated 

speed and the controller shuts down. If the current limit is set too low, the starting capability of 

the motor is reduced, resulting in two possible scenarios: a) the machine may stall and remain at 

standstill; b) the machine may start but fail to accelerate to its running speed, causing it to run at 

that sub-synchronous speed, Fig. 3-11 (e). If either of the above scenarios happens, excessive 

motor heating will result. To solve this problem, a thermal limit timer is used as auxiliary safety 

mechanism to protect against damage due to over-temperatures during soft start. The thermal 

limit timer is able to detect the abnormality during start up process and trip the power 

electronics, abandoning soft start process. It should be noted that for illustration purpose, the 

threshold for the thermal limit timer in Fig. 3-11 (e) is much lower than the time value specified 

by [93]. 

3.9.2 Voltage Ramp Soft Start 

A second starting procedure has the motor voltage ramped at a pre-set constant rate 

starting from zero, the effect of selecting different ramping rates is illustrated in Fig. 3-12. This 

approach illustrates the motor voltage control capabilities of the system; see Fig. 3-12.  

In comparison with the current limit soft start, the voltage ramp soft start can lower the 

initial inrush current, resulting in longer acceleration times. However, larger peak currents 

usually occur as the motor voltage is ramped up to higher values. Ramp time plays an important 

role in determining the magnitude of peak motor current in this starting mode and care must be 

taken to select an appropriate ramp time. 

It should be noted that current requirement for the IGBTs is more than 100% rated motor 

current so that heavy motor load can be started. Although oversizing the IGBT is a common 
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practice for motor drives. In fact, the applicability of the proposed H-bridge system depends on 

the stiffness of the grid, and torque requirement of the load. 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 3-12. Voltage ramp soft-start results; (a) 2 second ramp time; no load condition, (b) 3 second ramp time; half 

load condition, (c) 4 second ramp time; full load condition 

3.9.3 Bridge Dc Voltage Prediction 

The performance of the proposed bridge dc voltage prediction algorithm under current 

limit soft start mode is shown in Fig. 3-13, where actual dc capacitor voltages of the three H-

bridges are drawn together. The reference signal (R1) in Fig. 3-13 represents the predicted dc 

voltage under no load condition, which is pre-determined before motor starts. It can be seen that 

maximum dc capacitor voltage can be accurately predicted under different motor and grid 

voltage configurations. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 3-13. Comparison between predicted and actual maximum dc voltage with no load condition; (a) VLm=208 

V;Vdc=303.3, (b) VLm=230V;Vdc=319.3 

3.9.4 Peak Inrush Current for Capacitor Charging 

Peak current stress of the diode during capacitor charging is shown in Fig. 3-14. The 

starting inrush current is limited by impedance of the H bridge converter and motor and it decays 

within few cycles. The capacitor voltage rises exponentially and no overshoot on capacitor 

voltage is observed. But for a VFD the voltage across the capacitor is two times of the H bridge 

voltage and also limited by only impedance of the rectifier circuit, Fig. 3-14 (b). The inrush 

current in VFD is almost eight times higher than the inrush current experienced by the proposed 

system. 
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 (a) (b) 

Fig. 3-14. Inrush current for capacitor charging (a) H bridge system (b) VFD 
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3.9.5 Leading Power Factor 

The proposed H-bridge system can operate continuously leading instead of lagging power 

factor. Fig. 3-15 shows relationship between grid phase voltage (Vg) and motor current (I) under 

rated motor voltage (Vm,rated=230V). 

g LgV 116.7V V 202V  

I 7A

g

g

83
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 50v/div

5A/div

g LgV 113V V 196V  
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28.1

PF 0.882

 


50v/div

5A/div

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3-15. Relationship between grid phase voltage and motor current under rated motor voltage: (a) no load, (b) full 

load 

3.9.6 Five Level Line to Line PWM Voltage Generation 

Under the proposed system, motor line to line voltage has five levels, as can be seen from 

Fig. 3-16. This reduces the 
dV

/dt stress on the motor. 

500v/div

 

Fig. 3-16. Line to line PWM voltages generated by the proposed H-bridge system 

In Fig. 3-16, motor voltage is the end result between grid voltage and bridge voltage. 

Therefore, grid line voltage is subtracted from motor line voltage so that perfect five level line-

to-line PWM voltages generated by H-bridge can be observed.  
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3.9.7 Conclusions  

This chapter presents a power electronics system to regulate voltage supplied to a 

standard squirrel cage induction motor. In summary:  

 The proposed system does not require LCL filters and can supply five level line-to-line 

PWM voltages to motor terminals.  

  The system can generate VARs without increasing IGBT current ratings on active front-

end side converter. 

 The peak inrush current for capacitor charging is eight times lower compared to VFD. 

 The controller shows stable operation under transient condition; during starting and load 

change condition.   

 The experimental results clearly demonstrate that the proposed system can provide 

flexible and more importantly, steady soft start solutions under different motor load 

conditions.  

 Also, bridge dc capacitor voltage can be accurately predicted under a wide range of 

system configurations. These evidences suggest the proposed system merits further 

investigation.  
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Chapter 4 

4 Series Voltage Compensation 

A series compensation scheme for an induction motor is presented with inherent voltage 

sag ride through capability. By injecting a series voltage in each phase, a 3-phase H-bridge can 

manipulate the voltage supplied to a motor, increasing its tolerance of grid voltage sags. A 

controller is described for the 3-phase H-bridge to compensate for voltage sag ride-through 

conditions. Mathematical analysis of the proposed system is used to quantify both the voltage 

sag ride-through and the reactive power generation that results. This analysis shows that voltage 

sag tolerance is closely related to the motor power factor, hence also the machine. The voltage 

injection scheme has an inherently leading grid power factor under steady state, hence generates 

VARS into the grid over a wide range of load conditions. Moreover, unity power factor 

operation of the system as seen from the grid is possible and the reactive power generation 

capability can also be accurately quantified. A 5 HP experimental testbed is used to validate both 

the grid voltage ride through capability feature and the reactive power generation characteristics.  

4.1 Introduction 

Electrical grid voltage sags are a significant industrial power quality concern; according to 

a survey result across the U.S., voltage sags and short-duration power outages are responsible for 

92% of power quality problems faced by industrial customers. These power interruptions often 

impose severe cost penalties in plant shutdowns for many industries. When directly grid 

connected, induction motors (and the industrial processes they drive) are one of the industrial 

components that are more sensitive to voltage disturbances. With an incidence between 61% and 

87%, voltage sags are the main cause of voltage disturbances in industrial systems [99]. Voltage 

sags are normally caused by faults on the power system but can also be caused by energizing of 

heavy loads or starting of large motors. A survey of over 2000 events in the US found that the 

majority of voltage sags had a magnitude of around 80% of rated voltage and duration of less than 

7 cycles [100]. When the induction motor terminal is directly subjected to voltage sag, the motor 
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current can increase significantly and large mechanical torques may occur that cause damage to 

the motor shaft or equipment connected to the shaft. In addition, inrush current at the instant of 

voltage recovery may trip over-current protection, thus causing a significant system downtime 

and associated costs [101].  

The voltage sag sensitivity of an induction motor still exists when the motor is connected 

through a conventional VFD. The reported sensitivity threshold levels to grid voltage sag for a 

conventional VFD vary from 50–60% to 80–90% of rated voltage, with duration sensitivities of 

less than 5–6 cycles [59]. Field records of voltage sags and subsequent VFD shutdowns, indicates 

voltage sags with duration of 12 cycles or more and having a voltage magnitude below 80% of 

rated voltage will shut down a VFD [102]. Even if the motor is completely unloaded, the VFD 

still remains very sensitive to voltage sags [59]. For ride-through capability improvement, VFD 

manufacturers responded with new mitigation techniques. One of these is to try to maintain the 

intermediate dc link voltage from reaching the low voltage state that causes a shutdown by the use 

of the kinetic energy from the motor load [103]. By modifying and controlling the switching 

algorithm of the inverter and taking into account some inertia in the motor and the load, power 

can be fed back to the dc bus during the supply voltage dip. With this feature, the VFD can 

continue to work without stopping and resume normal operation after the grid voltage sag. 

However, a comparison test of five VFDs from five different manufacturers demonstrated that 

such ride-through capability of VFDs were not the same [104]. Moreover, it has been shown in 

[104] that even the best VFD under test could not cope with symmetrical voltage sag at 80 % 

voltage with either 60 or 300 cycles of duration. [105-106] describe a voltage sag compensator, 

used for critical loads, consisting of a three-phase voltage source inverter (VSI) and a coupling 

transformer for serial connection. When the grid is at its nominal level, the compensator is 

bypassed. During grid voltage sags, the compensator injects the required compensation voltage 

through the coupling transformer. However, long detection time (typically within 4ms) and large 

inrush currents can trigger the over-current protection which leads to compensation failure [106]. 

One of the power converters that have gained importance in current years is the Back-to-

Back (BTB) converter. It is used in renewable energy systems (based on Wind Turbines (WT) 

[107] or Distributed Generation (DG) system [108]), HVDC systems [109-110] and in motor 

drive systems [111]. The performance of the BTB converter can also be affected by the variable 

conditions of the electrical grid system; voltage unbalance and voltage sags are the main source of 
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voltage disturbances in this type of system. The unbalanced grid voltage and voltage sag 

conditions causes instability in the dc-link voltage which can cause loss in power transfer or 

generate over-currents that damage the power devices and active protection [112]. For DG 

systems, the entire transmission and distribution systems can lead to instability when electrical 

disturbances appear in the grid [108]. In HVDC systems, high-power electronic converters are 

desired to operate with relatively low switching frequencies (maximum 9–15 times the line 

frequency, and even lower for multilevel converters). The low switching frequency operation of 

VSI systems imposes control limitations in the case of power system faults and disturbances when 

they may be needed the most. Presently installed operating systems, the ride-through capability is 

obtained either by using passive element design or a change in the control mode or using over 

rated power electronics devices [109]. Most of the control solutions to mitigate voltage unbalance 

are based on either the rotating-frame solution [112], or the stationary-frame solution [113-114]. 

The major disadvantage of the rotating-frame solutions is the complexity, which causes a high 

computational burden [114]. Again, low-pass, band stop, and notch filters are used in control 

algorithms to detect a voltage sag in the system but their response can be too slow [107]. For the 

BTB converter to inject reactive power to grid or to use in a motor drive application [111], 

appropriate filters (either L or LCL) have to be inserted between the grid and the front-end 

rectifier: note that filter inductors are also commonly used at the drive output terminals. On the 

contrary, the proposed system inherently generates VARS to the grid without requiring a grid 

supply reactor, which has the effect of reducing the system overall cost. Despite many attempts to 

compensate the reactive power of a grid-connected induction machine, the majority of these 

technologies cannot provide voltage sag rid-through capability. Examples are: a) reactive current 

injection such as capacitor bank or STATCOMs [39]; b) parallel auxiliary windings in the 

machine [115]; c) rotating converters [116]; d) open-winding induction machine with one 

terminal connected to a power electronic converter [69]. The proposed system is compatible with 

standard power distribution practices and therefore has potential in retrofit applications. 

Significant voltage sag tolerance has been demonstrated by the proposed 3-phase H-bridge 

system.  
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4.2 Grid Voltage Sag Tolerance 

The series voltage injected by the H-bridge can be used to compensate for grid voltage 

sag and thus decouple the motor from the effects of the voltage sag. There is a limit to which the 

power electronics can compensate for a voltage sag: defined as the critical condition. The nature 

of the voltage sag compensation is described and the voltage sag limit smin, and the grid 

minimum voltage Vg,min, for this compensation is defined in relation to the motor rated operating 

voltage, Vm,rated, motor power factor, PFm, and the nominal grid voltage, Vg,rated. The behavior of 

the system under voltage sag is illustrated using the phasors in Fig. 4-1. 

To illustrate the voltage sag ride-through capability of the system two important 

assumptions are made: 

(a) The load condition on the induction motor remains unchanged. 

(b) The induction motor terminal voltage is kept at its rated value by the H-bridge 

controller. 

Vm1

Vm2

Vb1

Vb2

Vg1Vg2

I1
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α1α2

o
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Vm Vb

I Vg

α 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4-1. Phasor diagram illustrating the system response to grid voltage sag; (a) during voltage sag: Vg1 goes to Vg2, 

(b) critical condition. 

Under these assumptions, if the grid voltage is reduced, from Vg1 to Vg2, Fig. 4-1 (a), the 

angle increases from 1 to 2. As the motor is operating at its rated voltage under constant 

load, the motor fundamental current angle m will remain the same. As a result, the trajectories 

of motor voltage Vm and motor current I will travel along the loci as arcs centered on point O. As 

the severity of the sag increases and Vg is reduced, the angle , will increase until a critical 

condition is reached, where = 90˚ illustrated in Fig. 4-1 (b). Under the critical condition 
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shown in Fig. 4-1 (b), the motor current I and grid voltage Vg are in phase with each other and 

the system is operating with unity power factor at the grid interface without consuming VAR. 

The severity of voltage sag that the proposed H-bridge system can ride-through without 

consuming VAR is determined by the magnitude of the motor power factor angle m under the 

critical condition, see Fig. 4-2. 

For an induction motor with a constant motor terminal voltage, different load conditions 

will result in a different motor fundamental power factor anglem. Considering Fig. 4-2, it can 

be seen that the shape of the right angle triangle obviously changes withm. Therefore, the 

magnitude of Vg under the critical condition, and thus the voltage sag ride-through capability of 

the system, will be a function ofm.
 
Under a no-load condition, since the magnetizing current 

forms a major component of the motor current, the motor power factor may be as low as 0.1–0.3 

[117], which results in a high value for m 
 (=75˚ to 85˚), see Fig. 4-2. Therefore, a small grid 

voltage, Vg1, can be boosted with the help of a bridge voltage Vb1 to maintain the motor at rated 

terminal voltage Vm1 . This means that if an induction motor is operating under very light load, 

the grid voltage sag can go as low as 10-30% of the  rated motor voltage whilst still maintaining 

the induction motor at its rated voltage. However, under normal conditions (80–100% of the full-

load), the motor power factor (PFm) increases to typically 0.8–0.9 [48]. This means that the grid 

voltage sag that may be endured may lie in the range 80-90% of the rated motor voltage. 

m1

m2

Vm1

Vm2
Vb1

Vb2

Vg1 Vg2

I1 I2

o

 

Fig. 4-2. Effect of the motor power factor angle m 
on the critical condition for the permissible maximum voltage 

sag compensation  

Expressing these conditions mathematically, the voltage sag ride-through capability 

depends on the motor fundamental power factor, and can be expressed as:  

g ,min m ,rated m m ,rated m
cos PFV V V    ......................................................................................... 4-1 
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Vg,min
 
represents the minimum grid voltage that the proposed H-bridge induction motor 

drive system can cope with. Vm,rated
 
represents the rated induction motor voltage, which is 

assumed to be kept constant and can be obtained from nameplate of the motor. PFm represents 

the motor power factor, which is determined by the motor load condition. This relationship is 

confirmed in this work using experimental results. 

The proposed 3-phase floating H-bridge system is compatible with standard power 

distribution practices and has great potential in retrofit applications. In both the industrial and 

tertiary sectors in the Europe Union, the average induction motor power factor is low, at 

PFm=0.57 [118].  Therefore, if retrofitted with the proposed 3-phase floating H-bridge system, a 

symmetrical grid voltage sags of 60% indefinitely relative to the rated induction motor terminal 

voltage. Depending on the grid voltage applied, the severity of the voltage sag (in percentage) 

that the proposed H-bridge system can cope with is calculated as: 

m ,rated m

min

g ,rated

V PF
s 100%

V
   ......................................................................................................... 4-2 

smin represents the severity of voltage sag relative to the nominal grid voltage; Vg,rated
 

represents the rated grid voltage. As an example, if the motor is operated at a rated voltage of 

230 V with a power factor of 0.82 (= full load), then operating from a grid voltage of 208 V 

gives a value for smin at 0.91: if the motor power factor is 0.3 (light load), then smin becomes 0.33.  

4.3 Motor Fundamental Current Angle Estimation 

The voltage sag ride-through capability of the 3-phase floating bridge system, and 

predicting a value for smin, depends upon the knowing the motor power factor. PFm varies with the 

motor load conditions and direct measurement of this quantity is not feasible practically due to the 

voltage PWM waveforms experienced at the motor terminals and noise interference. One solution 

is to apply a low-pass filter on feedback signals, however this may experience noise problems, 

attenuation, signal delays, and introduce phase shifts in the motor voltage being monitored. These 

effects may have a negative impact on the accuracy of the power factor measurement. 

Alternatively, the motor power factor angle, ϕm, during nominal grid steady-state operating 

conditions can be estimated if the power factor angle ϕg at the grid can be measured reliably. The 

controller is designed to monitor the utility grid parameters accurately using a PLL, and the grid 
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voltage and current can be monitored reliably and are natural signals to use in the controller. 

Consider Fig. 4-3, using a phase-locked-loop (PLL) to track the grid voltage angle θ, 

measurement of the grid three-phase currents using Park’s transformation can then be used to 

obtain the grid current I angle, q1

g

d

I
tan

I


  . 

Assuming that the bridge losses are negligible, Vb is approximately at 90˚ degrees relative 

to I (known error angles can be used to correct for any differences):  

0

g
90     .......................................................................................................................... (4-3) 

m

g

Vm

Vb

I

Vg

α 

Vx

o
 

Fig. 4-3. System vector diagram under nominal steady-state operating conditions to predict the motor fundamental 

power factor angle 

Applying the law of cosines and using phase quantities, the motor terminal voltage can be 

obtained as: 

2 2

m g b g b
V V 2V V cosV      ................................................................................................ 4-4 

Now, it is possible to construct an imaginary voltage vector VX aligned with I, Fig. 4-3. 

The length of the imaginary voltage vector Vx is  

X g g
V cosV    ........................................................................................................................ 4-5 

Finally, given that Vb is approximately at 90˚ relative to Vx, the motor fundamental 

power factor angle ϕm can be estimated as  

g1 1X

m g

m m

VV
cos cos cos

V V

 
 

   
 

  ........................................................................................ 4-6 
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This relationship is verified in this work with experimental results. Assuming a 

measured grid phase angle of 30˚, VLg = 208 V, VLm = 230 V (using line voltage equivalents), 

then ϕm = 38.4 ˚, and the maximum, or critical, voltage sag from Eqn. 4-2 has smin = 0.87. 

4.4 Reactive Power Generation 

Under both nominal system operating conditions and under conditions of grid voltage sag, 

the system current leads the grid voltage, see Figs. 4-3. This represents var generation into the 

grid and analysis is presented to predict the var generated under nominal and voltage sag 

conditions.  

The voltage injected by the H-bridge (Vb) phase shifts the induction motor terminal 

voltage (Vm) so that it is leading the grid voltage (Vg), Fig. 4-3. As a result, the induction motor 

current vector (I) also leads the grid voltage (Vg), generating VARS instead of consuming.  

Taking into account the fact that the voltage vector VX is in phase with I, the power factor of the 

proposed 3-phase floating H-bridge system as seen at the grid terminals can be expressed as: 

x

g g

g

V
PF cos

V
    ................................................................................................................... 4-7

 

In steady state, the grid leading power factor (PFg) is proportional to the motor 

fundamental power factor, lagging, as long as the grid and motor voltage are kept constant (Eqn. 

2-4). This means that with an increasing motor load, the motor and the utility grid fundamental 

power factor increases. The relationship in Eqn. (2-4) is confirmed in this work using 

experimental results. In steady state, the proposed system supplies reactive power to the utility 

grid and thus improve the overall system var requirement. During grid voltage sags, Vg 

obviously decreases and the grid fundamental power factor also decreases. The VARS that are 

generated into the grid can be calculated as:  

g g
Q 3V I sin   ........................................................................................................................ 4-9 

   
2 2 2

g m m
Q 3I V V (PF )   ............................................................................................... 4-10 

Under constant motor voltage operation, as the motor load increases, both the motor 

current I and motor power factor PFm increases. Eqn. 4-10 implies that if the utility grid voltage 
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remains constant and the proposed H-bridge system can maintain the motor terminal voltage at 

its rated value, then a load increase does not necessarily result in an increase or decrease of the 

VARS being generated. Eqn. (4-10) and the effect of load change is investigated further using 

experimental results. 

However, consider a voltage sag, if the motor voltage and its load is assumed constant, 

the motor current is constant. Assume a motor line voltage of 230V, current of 13.6 A, and PFm 

0.82 lagging. Comparing a nominal grid voltage of 208V, with a 5% sag condition of 197.6 V, 

the grid VARs generated change from 1633 VA to 1551.54 VA, with g changing from leading 

by 24.9˚ to leading by 17.4˚, as expected from Fig. 4-1. These trends are investigated further 

with experimental results. 

4.5 Experimental Validation 

Same motor-dc generator set up being used in this part. A variac is used to step down the 

input voltage to emulate the three phase voltage sag. 

4.5.1 Voltage Sag Tolerance 

The experimental 3-phase floating H-bridge and motor system was proven capable of 

boosting the motor voltage to its rated value (230V) when operated from a 208 V grid, and 

maintained the rated motor voltage under voltage sags of various magnitudes (depending on the 

motor load conditions), see Fig. 4-4. Under a full load condition, the motor operated at 0.76 

power factor lag, with rated voltage sustained at voltage sag of 176.5 V, Fig. 4-4 (a). When the 

motor was under half load, it operated at a 0.58 power factor lag and with a grid voltage dip 

down to 137.5 V, Fig. 4-4 (b). Under no load condition, the motor operated at 0.15 power factor 

lag and the system tolerated maximum voltage sag down to 32 V, Fig. 4-4 (c).  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 4-4. Voltage sag ride through performance: (a) full-load, voltage sag 85% of rated grid voltage (b) half-load, 

voltage sag 66% of rated grid voltage (c) no load, voltage sag 16% of rated grid voltage 

In brief, the experimental results in Fig 4-4 show:  
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Induction motor terminal line voltage can be maintained at its rated value (230V) for 

significant periods of time (no less than hundreds of cycles) during voltage sags under various 

load conditions. 

The magnitude of the motor current stays the same during voltage sag.  

The lower the motor load, the deeper the voltage sag that can be tolerated whilst 

maintaining rated motor voltage.  
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Fig. 4-5. Reactive power generation of the proposed H-bridge induction motor drive system under full load 

condition (I=13.6A, PFm =0.76); (a) Vg = 196V, (c) Vg = 184V, (e) Vg = 176.5V, under half load condition 

(I=10.3A, PFm =0.581); (b) Vg = 196V, (d) Vg = 159.2V, (f) Vg = 137.5V
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Another set of experimental results are presented to demonstrate voltage sag critical 

condition. Experimental results for two different load conditions are taken under different grid 

voltages: full load (I=13.6A, PFm=0.76); half load (I=10.3A, PFm=0.581), see Figs.4-5. In these 

results, motor terminal voltage is boosted to its rated value (230V) by the 3-phase H-bridge. For 

each load setting, the motor power factor remains the same for each set of results as the motor 

voltage is unchanged. Figs. 4-5 are actually another way of representing the phasor diagram 

shown in Fig. 4-1 (a).  In all situations, the critical condition is reached when the grid 

fundamental power factor becomes unity, Figs. 4-5 (c).   

To validate the concept of voltage sag tolerance as identified in Eqn. 4-1, the motor power 

factor angle under various load conditions were recorded using the estimation technique 

described in section 4-3. A FLUKE 39 power meter was used to monitor the induction motor 

terminal voltage. A variac was used to simulate symmetrical voltage sags of different 

magnitudes. Close attention was paid to record the deepest voltage sag without collapsing of the 

induction motor terminal voltage (VLm = 230 V). The experimental results of maximum voltage 

sag agreed very well with theoretical predicted values, see Fig. 4-6 (a). 
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Fig. 4-6. Comparison between theoretical and experimental values of; (a) maximum voltage sag, and (b) severity of 

voltage sag whilst maintaining rated motor voltage. 

To demonstrate the maximum voltage sag tolerance, smin is plotted % in Fig. 4-6 (b). 

Under maximum load conditions, the proposed power electronics system can tolerate a smin of 

82%:  a voltage sag up to 18% of the rated grid voltage for continuous periods. 
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4.5.2 Reactive Power Generation 

Reactive power generation capability of the proposed H-bridge system under constant 

grid voltage (VLg = 208V), constant motor terminal voltage (VLm = 230V), but under variable 

motor load conditions (from no load to full load) are shown in Fig.4-8. Under fixed grid voltage 

and constant motor voltage, the grid reactive power generation depends on the motor 

fundamental power factor (Eqn. 4-10). Fig. 4-7 compare predicted and experimentally recorded 

of the grid fundamental power factor angle. Experimentally the grid and motor fundamental 

power factor angle was measured from a FLUKE 39 power meter. Experimental and predicted 

values for the motor fundamental current angle (m), Fig. 4-7 (a), were in good agreement. 
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Fig. 4-7. Comparison of: (a) the motor power factor, (b) reactive power generation trend as a function of the motor 

load condition 

The experimental grid reactive var generation is plotted in Fig. 4-7 (b) and observed 

reactive power delivered to the grid remains relatively flat despite large variations in the motor 

load.  This means approximately, the operation of the proposed 3-phase floating H-bridge and 

induction motor can be modeled as constant reactive power generator for the grid. 

4.6 Conclusions 

The voltage sag ride-through capability of a system containing an induction machine 

connected to the 3-phase grid via a 3-phase H-bridge is described in this chapter.  The reactive 

power generation capability of this system is presented as a function of the motor load and the 

degree of grid voltage sag experienced. The key features described in this chapter are as follows: 
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 The effectiveness of the voltage sag ride-through capability of the proposed system is 

closely related to the motor power factor angle. Generally, the higher the induction motor 

load, the lower the tolerance of the system to grid voltage sags. The lowest tolerance 

happens when the induction motor is fully loaded when the motor power factor is at its 

highest.  

 Theory is presented that allows the largest voltage sag to be predicted, or alternatively the 

lowest grid voltage, to be predicted whilst maintaining the motor at its rated voltage.  

 Unity power factor operation of the proposed H-bridge system is possible, which also 

corresponds to the critical condition for the maximum voltage boosting of induction 

motor voltage. Further reduction in grid voltage beyond the critical condition results in 

the collapsing of the H-bridge dc capacitor voltages and consequently, collapsing of the 

induction motor terminal voltage.  

 As the motor load is increased under constant motor voltage control, the power factor of 

the proposed H-bridge as seen at the utility grid increases with the motor power factor. 

However, the reactive power generated by the proposed H-bridge system remains 

relatively flat despite variations in the motor load, which means the proposed system can 

be modeled as constant reactive power generator for the grid. 
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Chapter 5 

5 Performance Improvement of Induction Motors  

PWM 3-phase H-bridge converters can be used as series voltage compensators for grid 

supplied induction motors to improve their steady-state operating performance. The voltage 

supplied to the motor can be increased or decreased relative to the grid voltage and especially 

useful when the motor is connected to a grid whose nominal voltage differs from the machine’s 

rated value or that may fluctuate over time (sag or swell). By injecting a voltage in series with 

the grid supply, floating capacitor converters can set the motor voltage at a fixed desired value, 

above or below the grid voltage, under transient or continuous steady-state conditions, to allow 

the motor power losses to be decreased, hence improve the motor and system efficiencies. For 

applications where frequency control is not required, the proposed power electronics is more 

energy efficient than a VFD (VFD), hence a viable cost effective solution. Experimental tests are 

used to compare the proposed system with several alternatives, using performances such as: 

power losses and efficiency of the motor, power electronics and the system as a whole. 

5.1 Introduction 

The grid voltage to which an ac motor can be connected to are seldom precisely the motor 

rated values to which the motor was designed. Motors are designed with adequate tolerance level 

to guarantee reasonable performance over a range of supply voltages. But even within the 

tolerable voltage supply, variations in motor performance exist. The motor designer recognizes 

the fact that there are side effects and variations in operating costs when a motor is at voltages 

other than the precise nameplate conditions. Moreover, the nameplate data does not state 

additional qualities of the electric supply which may also derate the motor performance. When a 

voltage supply comprises considerable amounts of extraneous noise it is referred to as being 

dirty. It is also said to be polluted and [119] defines eight types of electrical pollution: e.g. 

voltage level variations from nominal; frequency variations; voltage unbalances between phases; 

distortions in sine wave voltages and currents. These electric pollutants contribute to a reduction 
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in the performance of equipment to which they are connected. Each pollutant results in a rise in 

the total operating costs of the system. These cost increases may lie in several areas, such as -

reduction in motor efficiency, increased capital costs by a) use of oversized motors b) complex 

control schemes c) overdesigned system plan; motor burnouts; power factor capacitor failures; 

production interruptions. Since modern motors are designed to make better use of materials than 

before, they can be less able to accommodate a wide range of operating conditions. These 

conditions often result in sizing motors at power levels higher than required for the load demand. 

Even small efficiency improvements will produce very large energy savings. New NEMA high 

performance motor gave less satisfactory results when running under rated conditions [31].  

Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) 3-phase H-bridge converters examined in this chapter 

achieves higher energy savings and lower current harmonics than is possible using traditional 

soft-starters. The proposed system has a significant performance advantage over traditional soft-

starts/VFD: the motor voltage can be increased or decreased relative to the grid voltage during 

transients and steady-state operation. This introduces many features, but relevant to the topic of 

this chapter, the motor efficiency can also be improved under high as well as light loads; 

independent of utility voltage fluctuations. 

Experimental data are used to assess and compare the steady-state performance of the 

motor, power electronics and the system as a whole, over a wide range of motor load conditions. 

Data for several situations of interest are presented:  

1. Operating the motor at rated voltage when operating from a lower grid voltage. 

2. Comparing the proposed system performance with the alternative of using a VFD. 

3. Operating the motor at maximum motor efficiency under variable load conditions by 

changing the motor voltage. 

5.2 Experimental Setup 

  A 230V 5 HP motor-dynamometer set was used as the test platform, where the 3-phase 

H-bridge was located between the grid and the induction motor, Fig. 5-1(a).  

The general purpose NEMA premium induction motor used had the following ratings: 5 

HP, 60Hz/50Hz; 4 poles; 230V/460V; 12.6A/6.3A; 89.5% efficiency; 1760 rpm; 0.83 power 
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factor. The same power electronics Semikron (SKiM306GD12E4) IGBT modules were used. A 

MAGTROL hysteresis dynamometer was used as a load, where a frictionless load torque is 

provided independent of the shaft speed. The MAGTROL DSP 6000 dynamometer was used as 

the motor load controller, Fig. 5-1. 

5.3 Induction Motor Performance 

With the motor operated at the grid frequency, three different systems were chosen for 

experimental performance comparisons: direct grid connected; “conventional” VFD; 3-phase H-

bridge. Efficiency, losses, and output power were chosen as the main factors for steady-state 

performance comparisons over a wide range of motor loads. The motor efficiency was 

determined from direct measurement of the electrical input and mechanical  

 

(a) 

 

 (b) (c) 

Fig. 5-1. Experimental setup; (a) block diagram, (b) 3-phase H-bridge system with a dSPACE controller, (c) 

Induction motor with dynamometer 

output powers: known as the direct method in the IEC 60034-2-1 [120] and Method A in IEEE 

Standard 112 [121]. Various operating conditions are referred to by the line voltages used (VLm, 

VLg, VLb), but the equivalent phase voltages (Vm, Vg, Vb) are used in the phasor vector diagrams 

Dynamometer Induction MotorBlower
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(e.g. 208V line = 120 V phase, 230V line = 133V phase). The experimental results show that the 

3-phase H-bridge has numerous performance benefits over a direct grid connection and a VFD. 

5.3.1 3-phase H-bridge vs Direct Grid: Motor Voltage = Rated   

To validate that the motor performance is not degraded by using the proposed 3-phase H-

bridge, the motor was supplied with a 3-phase 230V supply using a variac powered from a 208 V 

3-phase supply, hence Vg = Vm = 133 V. Two cases where considered: (a) direct grid connected, 

(b) 3-phase H-bridge, see Fig. 5-2.  The vector diagram in Fig. 5-2 (a) shows how the Vb can be 

changed in magnitude and phase relative to Vg in order to keep the motor supplied at 230 V (Vm 

= 133 V) as the motor load and power factor changes, see Vb & Vm in Fig. 5-2(a). 

It should be noted that for the direct grid connection, the motor voltage drooped from 230 

V under light load to 225 V at full-load. Since the 3-phase H-bridge naturally operates with a 

leading grid power factor, Fig. 5-2(a), a lower grid voltage droop is experienced (230 V to 226V) 

when using the H-bridges. Experimentally, it is verified that motor operating characteristics (Fig. 

5-2) are the same.  Hence:  

- The motor performance is not compromised when using the 3-phase H-bridge rather than 

the direct grid connection. 

- The 3-phase H-bridge can be considered a viable motor controller because it provides 

extra functionality in terms of soft-start, chapter 3; voltage sag compensation, chapter 4; and an 

improved motor performance when using a variable motor voltage control strategy.  

5.3.2 3-phase H-bridge vs Direct Grid: Motor Voltage < Rated   

To examine the effect of operating an induction motor from a grid voltage that differs 

from the motor rated voltage, experimental tests were undertaken using a grid voltage lower than 

the motor rated voltage. Two cases were considered: (a) direct grid connected (VLg = VLm = 208 

V), (b) 3-phase H-bridge (VLg = 208 V, VLm = 230 V), see Fig. 5-3. 
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(f) (g) 

Fig. 5-2. Experimental motor performance comparison (VLg=230V, direct grid connection: VLm=230V, 3-phase H-

bridge: VLm=230V): (a) voltage vectors for the motor at full-load and light load, (b) motor current, (c) power factor, 

(d) speed, (e) efficiency, (f) power losses, (g) output power 
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 (f) (g) 

Fig. 5-3. Experimental motor performance comparison (VLg= 208V, direct grid connection: VLm=208V, 3-phase H-

bridge: VLm=230V); (a) vector diagram, ((b) motor current, (c) power factor, (d) speed (e) efficiency (f) power 

losses (g) output power 
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Fig. 5-3 (a) illustrates how the magnitude and phase of Vb changes relative to Vg in order 

to keep the motor voltage constant at 230 V (Vm = 133V) when the grid voltage changes from 

230 V to 208 V (Vg = 133 to 120V). The experimental results reveal that the motor performance 

is improved by using the 3-phase H-bridge. Motor current is reduced by 10%, Fig. 5-3 (b), power 

factor is reduced so as speed droop, Fig. 5-3(c)-(d).  At full-load: the motor efficiency differs by 

3%, Fig. 5-3(e); the motor losses differ by 100 W (≈ 20%), Fig 5-3 (f). Hence, when operating 

directly from a lower than rated supply voltage, an induction motor has to be de-rated to limit the 

motor losses and temperature rise [122, 123] or can be operate the motor with 13% increase in 

output power, Fig. 5-3 (g) Since the 3-phase H-bridge can deliver rated voltage to the motor, it’s 

losses and temperature rise are not elevated when using a lower than rated grid voltage. This is a 

significant result which can affect the operational life-time of the motor’s stator winding [124-

125]. 

5.3.3 3-phase H-bridge vs VFD  

The VFD considered for comparison used a diode rectifier input and a PWM inverter 

output stage. This drive type was used as it has the largest market share (> 90%) in the low-

voltage industrial drive market [11]. However, this VFD suffers from system voltage drops and 

contrasts with the ability of the3-phase H-bridge to boost the motor voltage when operating from 

a lower grid voltage. Hence these two systems were compared using VLg = 230 V to improve the 

performance of the VFD: (a) VFD: VLg = 230 V (ma = 1.12), constant V/f control, (b) 3-phase H-

bridge: VLg = 230 V, VLm = 230 V. 

Experimental results reveal that the motor performance is improved for all motor load 

levels when using the 3-phase H-bridge, with the improvement being more significant at high 

loads, Fig. 5-4. At full load motor efficiency is improved by 1.5%, Fig. 5-4 (a) and loss is 

reduced by 12% Fig. 5-4 (b). Also the motor is de rated by 7% of output power for the same loss, 

Fig. 5-4 (c). This is caused by the 3-phase H-bridge being able to keep the motor at its rated 

voltage, whilst the VFD output voltage is naturally less than the grid and droops as the motor 

load increases.  
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(c) 

Fig. 5-4. Experimental motor performance comparison (VLg = 230V, VFD: VLm = 225-214V, 3-phase H-bridge: V 

Lm=230V): (a) efficiency, (b) power losses, (c) output power   

Note that it is common practice for a VFD to be operated from a higher grid voltage, say 

480 V for a 460 V motor, to compensate for system voltage drops. Alternatively, a BTB 

converter drive can boost the motor voltage above the grid similar to the 3-phase H-bridge [11]. 

However, several factors make the power electronics used in the BTB converter drive less 

desirable than the proposed system. The BTB converter needs an input reactor/filter (L or LCL) 

between the grid and front-end converter. This not only adds cost, weight in the system but also 

introduces additional losses in the system. In addition, the boosted dc link voltage naturally puts 

more stress on the semi-conductor devices, which could result in more switching losses in power 

electronics. In contrast, the proposed 3-phase H-bridge does not need passive filters and can 

easily boost motor voltage using a much lower dc voltage. 

5.3.4 Power Electronics 

Two experimental configurations are compared: (a) VFD: VLg= 230V, VLm= ≈ 225-214V, 

(b) 3-phase H-bridge: VLg = 230 V, VLm = 230 V. 

The “conventional” VFD was not able to supply the grid voltage to the motor at any load 
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level, varying in the range VLm = 225 to 214V. The 3-phase H-bridge on the other hand has a 

voltage boost capability and can guarantee that the machine be supplied at rated voltage even 

though the grid voltage was roughly the same as the rated motor voltage and also experienced a 

small droop with increasing load. 
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Fig. 5-5. Experimental power electronics performance comparison (VLg = 230V, VFD: VLm = 225-214V, 3-phase H-

bridge: V Lm=230V): (a) efficiency, (b) power losses, (c) dc voltage, (d) VFD rectifier & inverter losses 

The power conversion efficiency of the power electronics is higher; hence the power 

losses lower, for the 3-phase H-bridge when compared with the VFD over the complete range of 

the motor output power, Figs. 5-5 (a), (b). Under full load conditions the 3-phase H-bridge has a 

3% higher efficiency, 96% compared with 93% for VFD, with a measured power electronics loss 

of 112 W compared with 198W for the VFD: representing a 43% lower power loss in the power 

electronics. The higher efficiency of the H-bridge can be attributed to several factors. The dc 

voltages in the 3-phase H-bridge is lower than for the VFD, varying in the range from 320 V 

under light load down to 160 V at full load, while for the VFD the dc voltage remains high 

around 325V, Fig. 5-5(c). This results in the 3-phase H-bridge switching losses to be lower than 

for the VFD. The VFD also operates the motor at a lower voltage (214V versus 230V), so the 
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system currents are higher, producing higher conduction losses [126-127]. This current 

difference is even higher for the VFD diode rectifier due to supply current harmonics. 

The higher conduction and switching losses in the VFD should also be considered with 

the fact that the VFD is often operated with an input and an output 3-phase reactor. The VFD 3-

level PWM output voltages, with voltage steps as high as 325V, should be compared with the 3-

phase H-bridge where a higher frequency 5-level pwm voltage is present using lower voltage 

steps, as low as 160 V at full-load. Lastly, the power losses for a “conventional” VFD can be 

separated between the diode rectifier and the pwm inverter, see Fig. 5-5(d). Using these results, 

when assuming a BTB converter drive is used at the same 325 V dc-link voltage, the BTB 

converter would have a total loss at full load of around 212 W (106 *2 W). This compares with 

112W for the 3-phase H-bridge. This means that the BTB converter drive using the same number 

of switches would have at least 90% higher losses than the 3-phase H-bridge. Note that the BTB 

converter drive would also normally be operated with a slightly higher dc voltage, hence 

increasing this estimated power loss difference. 

5.3.5 3-phase H- Bridge and a Variable Motor Voltage  

Under fixed frequency and variable motor load, the motor power conversion efficiency 

can be maintained at its maximum by changing the motor voltage [128, 129]. In order to achieve 

this over the range from full load to light load, the 3-phase H-bridge can supply the motor with a 

voltage greater than or lower than the grid voltage. The 3-phase H-bridge system is able to 

change the motor voltage to cope with a high voltage at a high load and a high power factor, 

versus a light load with a low voltage and a low power factor, see the voltage phase vectors 

shown in Fig. 5-6 (a) Experimentally three cases are presented using the 3-phase H-bridge: (a) 

VLm = 208 V, (b) VLm = 230 V, (c) VLm = variable.  

To maximize the motor power conversion efficiency, the H-bridge output voltage was 

altered to achieve the lowest motor input power while the dynamometer maintained a constant 

motor output mechanical power; hence minimizing the motor losses for each pre-set motor load. 

This procedure was repeated for each motor load setting. Note that results at the maximum motor 

load for the motor could not be obtained as the motor voltage was approaching its saturation 

limits. 
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Fig. 5-6. Experimental motor performance comparison for the motor performance using the 3-phase H-bridge 

(VLm=208V, 230V, variable): (a) voltage vectors, (b) motor voltage, (c)  efficiency, (d) power losses  

The motor performance is improved when using variable voltage operation, compared 

with the two fixed voltage cases, over the entire range of motor loads, see Figs. 5-6 (b),(c),(d). 

The motor performance approached that obtained with the two fixed voltage modes in the middle 

power range as the motor voltage required to lower the motor losses corresponded to the two 

fixed voltage cases: compare the motor voltages in Fig. 5-6(b) with the performances plotted in 

Figs. 5-6 (c), (d). 

The efficiency improvement is more significant at low power settings: 10% difference at 
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the lowest setting: 1% difference at the highest setting, Fig. 5-6 (c). 50W (12%) lower power 

losses were achieved at the highest load setting with 70W (15%) difference at the lowest power 

setting, Fig. 5-6 (d). 

5.3.6 Total System Performance 

Experimental results are presented representing the steady-state total system performance, 

relating to the output power of the machine relative to the input power delivered by the grid. 

Power electronics can be placed between the grid and the motor to improve the system 

performance under specific circumstances, (e.g. soft-start, sag compensation and grid VAR 

generation) but the power electronics themselves add to the total system losses in steady-state 

operation.  
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Fig. 5-7. System performance comparison; (a) motor, power electronic and total system losses, (b) system 

efficiency, 3-phase H-bridge vs VFD 

The performance of three different systems is presented: (a) direct grid connected (VLg 

=VLm =230V), (b) VFD connected (VLg = 230 V, VLm =225-214 V), (c) 3-phase H-bridge (VLg = 

230V, VLm = variable). The results illustrate that variable motor voltage control using the 3-
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phase H-bridge has a superior performance relative to using a VFD but also a comparable 

performance with the direct grid connection, see Fig. 5-7.  

The 3-phase H-bridge achieves the lowest motor and power electronic losses over the 

complete range of the motor loads, with the VFD producing the highest overall losses of the 

three systems examined, see Fig. 5-7(a). At full load, the 3-phase H-bridge overall system has 

22% lower losses when compared to the VFD. Note that a BTB converter regenerative drive with 

the same number of switches will have higher losses. 

The 3-phase H-bridge system achieves the lowest motor loss. This has several 

implications. First, the motor will operate at the lowest temperature, increasing its lifetime 

expectancy. The 3-phase H-bridge has the lowest power electronic losses which either results in 

a smaller more compact system design because of the lower cooling requirements, or 

alternatively, it can result in a lower operating temperature for the power electronics, hence a 

longer lifetime expectancy. 

The benefits of the 3-phase H-bridge over direct grid connection is not that obvious from 

the results presented in Fig. 5-7(a), generally, total system losses are slightly higher for the 3-

phase H-bridge due to the losses in the power electronics that does not exist for the direct grid 

connection. However, similar total system performances can be achieved as the 3-phase H-bridge 

can lower the motor losses by using a variable motor voltage control strategy. This partially 

compensates for the losses in the power electronics. The differences between the two systems are 

relatively small and the 230 V direct grid connected results represent the ideal situation. In a 

practical situation neither the grid voltage may not be the same as the motor rated voltage, may 

fluctuate, nor can the grid voltage be adjusted for improved motor performance under variable 

load. In these situations, the 3-phase H-bridge can be said to improve the system performance. 

In addition, the 3-phase H-bridge system can also realize both a soft-start feature, and 

compensation for grid voltage sags. Both of these features contribute to increasing the motor 

lifetime expectancy due to the lowering of the electrical and mechanical stress on the motor. For 

instance, an induction motor can experience unplanned breakdown due to direct online starting 

resulting in expensive process downtimes [130]. 

Another benefit of the 3-phase H-bridge is its grid VAR generation capability. As a result, 

grid voltage sags produced by the motor load can be reduced and compensation is also possible 
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for the reactive power generated by other loads, hence, improving the overall power factor of the 

grid. 

Finally, voltage sag is one of the power quality problems that can cause serious economic 

loss due to malfunction of equipment [131]. The 3-phase H-bridge can maintain the motor 

voltage during grid voltage disturbances (voltage sags or swells). As a result, downtimes can be 

avoided or reduced and productivity increased. 

When all these factors are to be taken into consideration, it can be concluded that in 

applications, the proposed H-bridge system is a competitive choice over a direct grid connected 

machine and the VFD or BTB converter drive.  

5.4 Conclusions  

The steady-state performance of a smart grid connected induction motor is presented 

when operating with constant supply frequency.  A power electronic system using floating bridge 

converters is used to improve the operation of the motor The experimental performance of the 

power electronics, motor and total system is presented with respect to power losses, system 

efficiency and the motor output power. In summary: 

 The performance of the motor is not compromised when the motor is operating with the 

PWM 3-phase H-bridge converter. 

 The proposed system is demonstrated to have a higher performance over the direct grid 

connection when the grid voltage is not the same as the motor rated voltage: reducing the 

losses hence temperature rise of the motor.  

 The 3-phase H-bridge confirmed improves performance over the VFD. The overall 

system loss is reduced by 12% and motor performance is higher by 7%. 

 Variable motor voltage control can lower or increase the motor voltage relative to the grid 

and hence can be used to lower the machine losses over its entire load range. These 

performance benefits should be considered in addition to the soft-start and voltage sag 

compensation capabilities.   
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Chapter 6 

6 Variable Motor Voltage Control  

The proposed 3-phase floating H-bridges is inserted between the utility grid and an 

induction motor to inject a voltage in series with the grid voltage. The magnitude and phase of 

this voltage is used to control the motor voltage under steady state operation so as to lower the 

motor power losses over its entire load range. This is made possible because the 3-phase H-

bridge can be used to both increase and decrease the motor voltage relative to the grid voltage as 

required. This feature affects the performance of the overall system, more specifically; the motor 

power conversion efficiency is improved, lowering its operating temperature and hence 

improving reliability and life time expectancy of the stator winding. A variety of motor voltage 

control options exist, the controller presented here is based on readily available machine 

nameplate data. This data is used to identify the motor output power associated with its 

maximum efficiency operating point when operated under rated voltage. This data is then used as 

the basis to control the motor voltage according to the square root of the measured motor input 

power.  The controller and the performance of the 3-phase H-bridge are described. The 

relationship between the motor winding temperature rise and motor loss is also established. The 

benefits of the variable voltage control are assessed by comparing the motor performance with 

the machine operated at its rated voltage. The chosen controller also results in the H-bridge dc 

voltages being relatively low and constant over a wide load range, hence lowering the power 

losses and electrical stress in the power electronics. Both experimental results and theoretical 

predictions are used to illustrate the performance of both the 3-phase H-bridge and the motor.  

6.1 Introduction 

The electronic operating systems used with many induction motors are significant 

element in future industrial smart-grids, used as a means to achieve energy savings, reduce 

production costs, and provide grid voltage support. The power electronic, 3 phase H-bridge, can 

be used to control the motor voltage under a variety of situations [132-212]: limit the motor 
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starting current (Chapter 3); provide immunity to grid voltage sags and swells (Chapter 4); 

generate VARs into the grid for VAR compensation and voltage support; provide a buffer 

between the motor mechanical system and the grid to limit system oscillations (chapter 5); and 

lastly, to control the motor voltage to lower its energy losses. The latter feature is the subject of 

this chapter. 

Many loss minimization control schemes for induction motors have been reported [133-

134]. These techniques can be divided into three main categories: (a) model-based methods, (b) 

simple state control and (c) search control.  

Calculation intensive model-based methods provide smooth and fast adaptation of the 

motor flux as long as the motor parameters are known: e.g.  rotor speed or slip, core loss, main 

inductance saturation [135]. The less complex state control assumes certain quantities of the 

motor can be easily defined, such as displacement power factor or slip to operate motor at 

maximum efficiency. Alternatively, rotor slip frequency control requires a speed feedback. The 

constant power factor approach has a relatively fast response (<1 s) and is a good choice for 

industrial drives [136]. A real-time search method can be used to find the motor voltage that 

minimizes the motor input power for a constant load output power [137]. Theoretically, this 

method offers an optimal solution, however, this method is not popular as it has a slow response 

to load changes (>7 s) [4], difficulties tuning the algorithm and requiring precise load 

information. 

The operation and performance of a 3-phase H-bridge is presented, where the motor 

voltage is controlled using a series voltage injection relative to the fixed frequency grid voltage. 

This resultant system is more energy efficient and cost effective when compared to other systems 

such as a VFD. The work presented in this chapter presents a novel controller for a 3-phase 

floating capacitor H-bridge system; to control the motor voltage hence its power conversion 

efficiency. The controller does not require speed feedback or machine parameters. The maximum 

motor power conversion efficiency is closely linked with a fixed speed, constant motor power 

factor, and more significantly, constant motor impedance. Hence, the motor voltage can be made 

to change with the square root of the measured motor input power to maintain maximum motor 

efficiency operation; noting to avoid saturation at the higher voltages. Since the motor voltage 

can be set above or below the utility grid voltage using the H-bridge system, the motor efficiency 
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can be improved over a wide load range irrespective of utility voltage fluctuations. Previous 

performance improvements [135] using voltage control did not use the proposed H-bridge 

system and reduced the applied voltage when the torque requirement of the load can be met with 

less than full motor flux. The ability of the floating H-bridge system to increase or decrease the 

motor voltage relative to the grid voltage is a significant feature of the system to maintain a high 

motor efficiency over a wide load range. For practical convenience, the system controller is 

implemented using parameters readily available from the motor nameplate data. The controller 

set the reference motor voltage based on input power. In chapter 5, the reference voltage is set by 

the user to maximize the motor power conversion efficiency. The results of extensive 

experimental performance testing of the motor and system as a whole compare favourably with 

theoretical predictions. 

6.2 Motor Voltage Control 

Two voltage control modes are chosen to highlight the benefits of variable voltage control 

using the 3-phase H-bridge over operating the motor at its rated voltage: (a) “rated voltage 

control”, Vrated, and (b) “variable voltage control”, Vvar.The former control keeps the motor 

voltage constant at rated irrespective of grid voltage droops, sags or swells. The latter control 

requires the motor voltage to be greater than or less than the grid voltage and is chosen to 

minimize the motor losses, hence maximize the motor power conversion efficiency. The rated 

grid voltage is assumed to be the same as the motor rated voltage and the motor load is assumed 

to vary over a wide range, typically from 10 % to 100 % of rated.  

If, as a starting point, changes in motor parameters caused by the varying flux level are 

neglected, the improvement obtained by varying stator voltage is easily demonstrated through 

equivalent circuit considerations. For a fixed input voltage the only variable quantity in the 

equivalent circuit of Fig. 6-1 is the slip s; hence changes in load are accommodated by changes 

in s. With s varying, the motor terminal impedance and hence the power factor, current and 

efficiency all vary. If, as an alternative, an automatic voltage controller is used to maintain slip 

constant at some optimum value, the terminal impedance and hence the power factor and 

efficiency remain constant. Since, at a given slip, torque is proportional to voltage squared, the 

controller will in fulfilling its slip control function also provide a voltage proportional to the 

square root of the developed torque [137]. Hence, a motor voltage control can be envisaged that 
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maintains high motor power conversion efficiency where the motor voltage Vm is altered as the 

square root of the measured electrical input power Pin relative to rated input power Pmo. As the 

motor power changes, the motor input impedance Zph stays constant together with the input 

power factor, slip and rotor speed. 

in

m m,rated

mo

P
V =V

P
 ......................................................................................................................... 6-1 

 For illustrative purpose, this chapter uses the equivalent circuit parameters for a 5 HP 

induction motor described in chapter 1.  

An induction motor with the parameters has a maximum power conversion efficiency of 

91% occurring at roughly 65% of the motor rated load.  

  

 

Xs
Rs

Xr

Xm

Rm

Rr/s
Vm

 

Fig. 6-1. Equivalent circuit of induction motor 

The 3-phase H-bridge differs from previous methods reported [128, 62] as the motor 

voltage can be made to be greater than the grid voltage to improve the motor efficiency at high 

loads, and less than the grid voltage to improve the motor efficiency under light loads. Fig. 6-2 

and 6-3 compares rated voltage control versus variable voltage control using equation 6-1. 

Temperature effects on motor efficiency are illustrated by black line in Fig. 6-3. Though it is 

assumed motor paremeters are constant throughout motor load condition but in experiment it is 

observed temperature plays a vital rule in motor’s performance. So motor’s parameters- 

resistance values are changed according to motor loss or temperature rise. Later of this chapter 

experimentally it is shown loss and temperature rise has linear relationship. Variable voltage 

control, using Eqn. 6-1, results in the motor power factor being constant at approximately 0.71, 

compared with rated voltage control where the power factor varies from 0.83 at full load, down 

to 0.1 under light load. Noting that the 3-phase H-bridge provides a series voltage injection Vb at 

90
0
 to the current, then the per-unit injected voltage Vb,pu is shown in Fig. 6-2(b) as a function of 
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the motor voltage Vm,pu using curves at motor power factor angles m  in 10
0
 steps: Vb,pu for Vrated 

and Vvar control are also highlighted in the figure. Significantly, variable voltage control, Vvar, 

largely results in a lower injected voltage, Vb,pu. This can be used advantageously to lower the 

power losses and electrical stresses in the power electronics by lowering their dc voltage. Unlike 

rated voltage control, variable voltage control maintains a balance between the current flowing 

through the motor magnetizing inductance and its rotor circuit. This balance lowers the motor 

input current under both light load and high load conditions, hence lowering the motor losses. 
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Fig. 6-2. Motor operation under rated and variable voltage contro;: (a) motor voltage and power factor, (b) bridge 

voltage as a function of the motor power factor angle, (c) input current 

Theoretically variable voltage control results in the motor efficiency staying at the motor 

maximum over the entire load range, Fig. 6-3(a), if temperature variation is ignored. Considering 

temperature effect of motor’s resistance value the efficiency curve is not constant anymore, 

increase at lower load and decrease at higher load.  Rated voltage control results in much lower 

power conversion efficiencies under both high and light loads. These trends in the efficiency 

curves is reflected in the motor loss curves, Figs. 6-3(a) and 6-3(b).  
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Fig. 6-3. Motor operation under rated and variable voltage control with temperature variation; (a) motor efficiency, 

(b) motor losses 

6.3 3-phase H-bridge Control  

For the 3-phase H-bridge to deliver the desired motor voltage, a motor voltage larger, 

equal to, or less than the grid voltage is required. The system voltage vectors required to achieve 

the two modes of motor voltage control are presented. Theoretical analysis of the vector 

diagrams is presented to predict both the angle  and magnitude of the injected voltage Vb. 

Performance curves for the 3-phase H-bridge are presented for both motor control modes. Given 

the motor parameters stated in chapter 1, the voltage injection angle , Fig. 6-4(a), can be 

controlled to deliver the desired motor voltage Vm to the motor.  For variable voltage control, the 

motor power factor is fairly constant, in the Figs. 6-4 (a), (b). Under high load, the motor voltage 

has to be boosted above rated, Fig. 6-4 (a), and reduced under light load, Fig. 6-4 (b), as given by 

Eqn. 6-1. The vector diagrams in Fig. 6-4 demonstrate that the 3-phase H-bridge can deliver the 

desired motor voltage by changing  as long as the bridge capacitor voltage is allowed to 

change. 

Interestingly both control modes have  changing relatively close together increasing 

from under 10 at light load to close to 50to 60 at high load, Fig. 6-5 (a). Though motor power 

factor varies from low value (0.1) to high value (0.83) under rated voltage operation, but with 

variable voltage control, motor is running under almost constant power factor, so the motor 

power factor is constant throughout the load range (neglecting temperature effect). The motor 

voltage is low under light load and high at high load, m in Fig. 6-5(c). Hence  changes from a 

small value under light load to a high value under high load.  
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Fig. 6-4. Phasor voltage vectors: (a) Vm > rated, high load, (b) Vm < rated, light load. 

For rated voltage control Vm,pu is constant, but m decreases with increasing load, hence 

g decreases also. For, variable voltage control, m is constant, but g decreases with increasing 

load as Vm,pu increases with increasing load, Fig. 6-5 (c). 

Vcap is plotted in Fig. 6-5 (d) for both control cases assuming VLg = 230 V for the 5hp 

machine. An obvious benefit of the variable voltage control, operating with a constant relatively 

low power factor of 0.71, is that the capacitor voltage is fairly constant as the load changes and 

peaks at just over 200 V as compared with 340 V for the rated voltage control. This has many 

benefits in lowering the power electronics losses and electrical stresses, hence lowering 

temperature fluctuations. 

For rated voltage control: g is a leading angle relative to Vg while m is a lagging angle 

relative to the Vm by the same amount. When Vg,pu=Vm,pu=1 p.u, the Eqn. 2-2, 2-3 and 2-6 can be 

simplified as  

g m g m
cos cos PF PF      .................................................................................................. 6-2 

m
sin cos    .......................................................................................................................... 6-3 

Hence:   

b ,pu m
V 2 sin   ........................................................................................................................ 6-4 

For variable voltage control assuming: cosm=0.71, The Eqn. 2-2, 2-3 and 2-6 can be 

derived as 
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m ,pu

g

V
cos

2
   ......................................................................................................................... 6-5  

m ,pu
V

sin
2

   ........................................................................................................................... 6-6 

Hence:   

2

m , pu m , pu

b

V V
V 1

2 2

 
   

 

 ........................................................................................................... 6-7 
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Fig. 6-5. Rated & variable voltage control;(a) control angle  (b) angles  and , (c) grid & motor displacement 

angles g and m, (d) capacitor dc voltage 

6.4 Motor Voltage Controller 

As mentioned, motor voltage control is achieved by changing the control angle α
*
, Fig. 6-

6. For constant voltage control, Vm
*
 corresponds to the motor rated voltage (=Vrated=Vg), for 
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variable voltage control Vm
*
 is given by Eqn. 6-1 to keep the motor operating at maximum 

efficiency. But in chapter 5, the variable voltage operation is a search method where the motor 

voltage is varied in predefined value till minimum loss in the motor is obtained for a specific 

load setting. The whole process is carried out for 10% to full load setting. 

The input power Pin for Eqn. 6-1 is measured at the grid, though strictly this measurement 

also includes the power losses in the power electronics. The grid voltage is used by the controller 

PLL to provide the base reference frame for phase information. Both the current and voltage 

feedback signals measured at the grid are reliable low noise signals.  
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Fig. 6-6. Control block diagram for variable motor voltage control 

6.5 Experimental Results 

The system performance is compared over a wide load range between using rated voltage 

control (VLm = 230 V line; Vm=133V) and variable voltage control (Vm = Vvar). The motor with 

the basic motor parameters defined in chapter 1 is used for testing. However, the theoretical 

motor performance curves were improved from those shown in section 6.2 as the motor 

equivalent circuit resistances were adjusted with the motor operating temperature for each load 

setting. Better agreement between experimental and theoretical predictions is achieved as a 

result. Section 6.5.5 describes the relationship between the motor losses and its temperature rise.  
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6.5.1 General Motor Performance 

Good agreement was obtained between experimental and theoretical motor performance 

predictions for all the parameters presented in Fig. 6-7. The results confirm that the motor 

voltage controller illustrated in Fig. 6-4, and using α control as defined in equation 2-3(b), is a 

good method for directly controlling the motor voltage, Fig. 6-7 (a). 

Variable voltage control improves the motor efficiency under high and light load levels, 

reducing the motor current and lowering the motor losses. For example, 7% reduction of the 

motor current is obtained under full load and 11% reduction under light load, Fig. 6-7 (b). The 

two controllers produce similar results in the mid power range as expected. 

Variable voltage control has very slightly higher currents and efficiency in the mid power 

range, Fig. 6-7 (b), because machine data at 75% load was used in setting up the parameters 

associated with equation (6-1). This implies that under rated voltage, the motor efficiency 

probably peaks at a power level slightly below the 75% load setting. This did not occur in the 

theoretical results described in section 6.2 as motor equivalent circuit data was used to more 

accurately determine the machine maximum efficiency condition, which occurred at around 65% 

motor load level. Variable voltage control has a steadily decreasing efficiency as the motor 

power is increased, Fig. 10(c), compared with the flat characteristics in Fig. 2(c). This is caused 

by the temperature dependence of the motor resistance with the motor load. The variable voltage 

experimental currents, power losses and efficiency show good agreement between experimental 

and theoretical predicted results. The same parameters for rated voltage control are in close 

agreement with slightly higher differences.  

Under light load, variable voltage control has a motor efficiency of 92 % as compared to 

79% under rated voltage control; the difference in efficiency at full load is approximately 1%. 

Higher power conversion efficiencies are associated with lower motor losses and a lower 

temperature rise: around 10% loss reduction is possible at rated load, Fig. 6-7 (d). This increases 

the motor lifetime expectancy: note that the motor winding insulation life can be doubled for 

every 10°C reduction in average operating temperatures [122]. With accurate variable voltage 

control, the 3-phase H-bridge is also immune to non-optimal grid voltage and its sags and swells. 

These latter factors often lead to derating a motor [123] and using a motor with a larger frame 
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size [24]. Fig. 6-7(d) illustrates that with variable voltage control the motor power rating can be 

increased by 7% as a result of the lower losses experienced at high power levels. 
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Fig. 6-7. Motor performance as a function of the motor output load in %; (a) motor voltage, (b) current, (c) 

efficiency, (d) power losses  

6.5.2 Motor Reactive VARs and Rotor Speed 

Variable voltage control is associated with operating the machine at its maximum power 

conversion efficiency and the machine having a constant input impedance, constant speed and 

constant power factor. The Experimental results presented in Fig. 6-8 confirm these conclusions 

with a good agreement between experimental results and theoretical predictions. For instance, 

the motor power factor is fairly constant and close to 0.75 to 0.8, with experimental results 

giving slightly lower values, see Fig. 6-8(c). 

Rated voltage control has usual droop in speed with increasing load commonly associated 

with induction motors operated at constant voltage, Fig. 6-8(a): the motor droop in power factor 

as the load is decreased is also a classic characteristic associated with induction motors, Fig. 6-8 
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(c). With the torque speed curve for both controls is shown in Fig. 6-8 (b), which shows almost 

constant speed with variable torque under variable control whereas speed varies with different 

load under rated voltage control. For constant voltage control, motor operating at almost constant 

reactive VARs is caused by the magnetizing inductance drawing a constant current due to the 

constant supply voltage, Fig. 6-8 (d). This contrasts with the VARs decreasing almost linearly 

with decreasing load under variable voltage control: since the machine is operating at constant 

power factor, Fig. 6-8(b), then it is expected that machine VARs should decrease linearly with 

machine load. 
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Fig. 6-8. Motor reactive power and speed curves: (a) rotor speed, (b) torque-speed, (c) power factor, (d) reactive 

power 

6.5.3 Grid: Power Factor and VARs 

The voltage injected by the 3-phase H-bridge Vb phase shifts the motor voltage Vm so that 

it leads the grid voltage Vg. The grid power factor decreases with the decreasing motor load for 

both motor controllers, Fig. 6-9(a), however the grid power factor is leading rather than the 

lagging power factor at the grid terminals. This can be expected for constant voltage control 
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since |g| = |m| when Vm= Vg and g leads with m lagging. For constant voltage control, the 

motor VARs are relatively constant, hence the grid VARs are also relatively constant, see Fig. 6-

9 (b). For variable voltage control, firstly, the system power flow decreases linearly with the 

motor load as expected. Secondly, since the machine impedance is assumed constant and the 

motor voltage changes according to the square-root of the motor power, then the grid current 

hence grid apparent power changes according to the square root of the motor power. These two 

trends for the grid power and apparent power results in the curved relation for the grid VARs 

relative to the motor load, Fig. 6-9 (b).    
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Fig. 6-9.  Reactive VAR generation and grid Power Factor: (a) leading grid current, (b) grid power factor (PFg), (c) 

grid VAR generation.  

6.5.4 Temperature Dependence  

The motor temperature rise is widely assumed to be proportional to its power losses. 

Experimental tests results prove this to be the case for the motor used in this study. The stator 

temperature rise is the most significant as the stator winding insulation lifetime deteriorates with 

temperature. The stator temperature rise was obtained by operating the motor from a 230 V 

supply for a few hours at each power setting, stopping and measuring the stator winding 

resistance within 30 secs of cutting the power to the machine. A linear relationship between the 

motor losses and temperature rise was obtained, with the motor rising to 60 ºC at the motor rated 

conditions of 5 hp and 230 V respectively, see Fig. 6-10(a): the data for the machine quoted a 65 

ºC rise under rated conditions. The power losses obtained for both the rated and variable voltage 

control were then related to the stator temperature rise using the results from Fig. 6-10(a), see 

Fig. 6-10(b). The stator temperatures coincide in the mid motor load region, as expected from the 
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maximum efficiency condition used to set up the controller. Under rated power conditions 

(Torque=20 N-m), the variable voltage control produced a temperature rise of 7.5 ºC less than 

rated voltage control, corresponding to a 75% increase in stator winding insulation lifetime 

expectancy according to [125]. Under light load (Torque=2 N-m), the variable voltage control 

produced a temperature rise 10 ºC less than rated voltage operation, representing a 100 % 

increase in winding insulation lifetime if the machine were operated under this load 

continuously; however this result if for a very light load is less significant than the full-load 

result.  Considering the same temperature rise obtained under rated power conditions for variable 

voltage control, rated voltage control produces approximately 7% less power: this represents a 7 

% power derating. 
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 Fig. 6-10. Motor stator temperature rise dependence on losses; (a) stator temperature as a function of motor losses 

(VLm=230 V), (b) temperature rise comparison between rated and variable motor voltage 

6.5.5 DC Voltage Reduction 

The average H-bridge dc capacitor voltage can be predicted using equations (2-5) and (2-

6) and illustrated in Fig. 6-2(b) via observing Vb. Relatively close agreements between predicted 

and experimentally measured values were obtained, see Fig. 6-11. The variable voltage control 

produces a relatively constant H-bridge capacitor dc voltage over the full motor load range, 

whereas the rated voltage control results in a wide variation, increasing with decreasing load. 

The latter characteristics is caused by the motor power factor decreasing with the motor load, see 

Figs. 6-2(a), (b) and 6-4(d). Variable voltage control has a relatively constant bridge dc voltage 

because the motor load power factor is fairly constant as the load changes. The lower bridge dc 
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voltage is advantageous as it produces lower stress on the power electronics and decreases its 

losses. 
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Fig. 6-11. Comparison of dc capacitor voltage 

This result in Fig. 6-12 signifies that variable voltage motor control results in a constant 

voltage stress for the power electronics which is more desirable. Same voltage stress over a full 

load range allows lower rated device to be used. On the contrary, rated voltage operation results 

in a variable dc voltage stress (undesirable) in the capacitor. A transient response of the 

controller is demonstrated in Fig. 6-12. The load is being changed from 70% to 50% and back to 

70% again. Despite the current envelops change, DC capacitor voltage remains almost constant.  

Load Change 70 % to 

50 % of load

Load Change 50 % to 

70 % of load

 

Fig. 6-12. Transient operation of the system 

6.5.6 Power Electronics Performance 

The power electronics losses were also monitored for this work. The total power losses in 

the power semiconductors are composed of switching losses and conduction losses. In this 

chapter, total loss of the power electronics including both switching loss and conduction loss is 
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calculated. It can be seen from Fig. 6-13 that the variable voltage operation produce lower losses 

and higher efficiency compare to rated voltage operation.  
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Fig. 6-13. Experimental; (a) H-bridge losses, (b) efficiency comparison 

The cost of the power electronics can be closely linked to the cooling requirements for the 

system. Results in Fig. 6-13 show variable motor voltage control of the proposed H-bridge 

system can reduce losses in the power electronics by up to 31% and thus reducing the cost 

related to cooling requirements. 

6.6 Conclusions  

The performance of a 3-phase H-bridge system using floating dc capacitors is presented 

for controlling the voltage supplied to an induction motor under a wide range of steady-state load 

conditions. A variable voltage control is described that is based upon maximizing the motor 

operating efficiency, hence improving its reliability and lifetime expectancy: the motor voltage is 

made proportional to the square root of the measured motor input power. The controller was 

implemented using input parameters based upon readily available machine data, such as the 

motor performance at 75% output power, and corresponding to the maximum known motor 

efficiency condition without having to use more detailed motor modelling. The proposed 

variable voltage control produced:  

 high motor power conversion efficiency over a wide load range. Higher efficiency 

improvement is achieved under light load condition compare to full load condition. 
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 reduced power losses and lower rms currents. With variable voltage control the motor 

power rating can be increased by 7% as a result of the lower losses experienced at high 

power levels. 

 reduced temperature rise in the stator winding. Comparing variable voltage with rated 

voltage control, the motor temperature was reduced by 7.5 ºC at the motor rated output 

power, and 10 ºC lower under light load.  Thus 75% increases in life time expectancy of 

stator winding while running the motor under rated condition. 

 reduced electrical stress on power electronics. The variable voltage controller results in 

the H-bridge dc voltages to be relatively constant as the load changes at much lower 

levels than obtained when operating under rated voltage. This reduces the electrical 

stresses on the power electronics and improves their reliability and lifetime expectancy. 

 constant motor speed. The machine speed was shown to be relatively constant over a wide 

load range around 1775 rpm. 

 lastly, leading power factor to grid. The system naturally produces a leading grid power 

factor, hence generates VARs in to the grid. 

For applications where frequency control is not required, the proposed 3-phase H-bridge 

system is a viable reliable cost effective alternative. 
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Chapter 7 

7 Conclusion 

The 3-phase floating H-bridge topology proves a simple and viable cost effective solution 

to motor voltage control. The power electronics can be used as a series voltage compensator to 

reduce start up transients or to improve steady state performance of an induction motor. The 

work described in this thesis is summarized with some concluding remarks. Some noteworthy 

suggestions for future extensions of the work are presented on system dynamic performance. 

7.1 Summary 

Power electronic converters can be acknowledged as the heart of modern power systems, 

especially with the development of renewable energy concepts. Inverters with lower losses are a 

key component in this regard. However, the resulting solutions should be low-cost and 

practicable to be thought of as acceptable solutions; e.g. without unnecessarily complex design 

needs. 

This work presents a floating 3-phase H-bridge system that can inject a fundamental 

voltage in series with the grid voltage by using PWM switching. The voltage supplied to the 

motor is controlled, hence directly controlling the motor current and input power during starting. 

Comparing to a dynamic voltage restorer, the proposed system can inject series voltage with grid 

without a transformer and can maintain rated voltage during grid voltage sag. So the proposed 

system is cost effective and is able to perform stable voltage control with change in load 

condition. The motor voltage control is achieved by changing ; increase  with increasing Vm 

and decrease  with decreasing Vm. Also as the system is slow in nature and the system is stable 

under the worst transient condition, the starting condition. So, there is no requirement for the 

dynamic equation of the controller and can be used fixed modulation index. 

Similar to the BTB, this system employs 12 switches, however, the system is deemed 

desirable primarily because of the absence of input and output ac filter inductors and a much 
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lower dc link operating voltage. The variable voltage controller in the 3-phase H-bridge 

converter produces relatively constant and low capacitor dc voltage as the load changes, constant 

325 V for VFD and 200 V for the proposed system. If variable voltage control is used during soft 

start and higher efficiency operation lower voltage value capacitor can be used. This is more cost 

effective and produces lower semiconductor losses and device electrical stress; hence the cooling 

requirements for the power electronics can be reduced. The overall system operating efficiency 

can be increased as a result with a higher power density.  

Moreover, the proposed system can supply five level motor line pwm waveforms to the 

induction motor. This voltage compares with 3-level in a BTB system with much larger voltage 

steps and higher 
dV

/dt stress on the motor. The pwm voltage steps in the system steps less than 

half that of the BTB or VFD (170 V for proposed system compare to 325 V for VFD for 230 V 

system under rated condition) and the motor induced average volt-secs (closely linked to iron 

losses in the motor) is much lower.  

The motor voltage pwm frequencies are up to four times the device switching frequency 

as compared to double for the BTB converter; hence the motor current ripple is much lower with 

an associated lowering of the motor high frequency Cu losses; contrasting with the low 

frequency harmonics experienced in the MERS system [88]. The 3-phase H-bridge output pwm 

voltage waveforms can be said to be friendlier for motor cable connection and for the motor 

winding insulation. The system also has advantage over an open winding machine [66], because 

it is compatible with standard power distribution practices and therefore has potential in retrofit 

applications.  

A flexible and stable soft start under different load conditions are examined and clearly 

demonstrate that bridge capacitor dc voltages can be predicted before motor start and thus ensure 

a safety feature of the proposed system. The system can provide flexible soft start solutions 

under variety of load conditions. The inrush current of the motor can be reduced to 63% compare 

to direct online starting. The proposed system can operate leading instead of lagging power 

factor and thus generate VAR instead of consumption and reactive power generation almost 

remains constant despite load variations. 

Theoretically maximum sag compensations are established and experimentally verified.  

Voltage sag ride through capability directly related to motor power factor. Under rated voltage 
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operation, the lowest sag tolerance happens when the motor is fully loaded or the power factor is 

maximum. Even under rated load conditions, voltages sags of up to 18 % can be compensated 

continuously and under lower load condition this compensation reaches to 80%. 

  The experimental performance of the power electronics, motor and total system is also 

presented with respect to power losses, system efficiency and the motor output power. The 

proposed system is demonstrated to have a higher performance over the VFD. 43% lower losses 

are observed in the 3-phase H-bridge compare to VFD. An improved motor performance over 

the direct grid connection can even be achieved when the grid voltage is not the same as the 

motor rated voltage.  

Variable motor voltage control can lower or increase the motor voltage relative to the grid 

and hence can be used to lower the machine losses over its entire load range. Motor losses and 

temperature rises in the stator winding show linear relationship and also the proposed system can 

increase stator lifetime expectancy by 75%. The motor voltage can be controlled with readily 

available motor name plate data and the proposed voltage control produced high motor power 

conversion efficiency over a wide load range, together with reduced power losses and lower rms 

currents. 

It should be mentioned the proposed system cannot change the supply frequency of the 

voltage supplied to induction motor, thus cannot access the full torque-speed plane. The solution 

is only intended to be used in applications where fixed frequency control is not required, such as 

medium voltage (MV) motors used to drive fans, pumps, compressors, and conveyors. 

7.2 Future work 

Determining the minimum dc capacitance value that can be feasibly used is a very 

important design guide for the future engineering implementation. So, preparing a guideline for 

the minimum feasible capacitor size that can be used based upon the voltage, power, frequency 

and current ratings of the system is important. So, minimum capacitance requirement together 

with unbalance capacitance effects must be investigated together. 

VFDs can operate the motor lower than the rated voltage so, maximum efficiency 

throughout the load range is not possible if the VFD is supplied from rated voltage. Since a dual 

inverter drive system can boost the motor voltage, neglecting saturation, proper investigation 
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must be carried out to operate the motor with higher efficiency using a dual inverter drive. 

Maximum efficiency is closely linked to a fixed motor impedance or slip. Operating the motor at 

maximum efficiency, results in a fixed speed droop. So speed control of the induction motor is 

possible without speed feedback, but this feature requires further investigation.  

Grid connected modular H-bridge configuration can be viable solution in a medium 

voltage system. Modular structure can reduce the voltage rating of the power electronics but 

keep the current ratings same. So, modular or cascade H-bridge configuration can be studied for 

further investigation.   

Voltage sag tolerance, symmetrical voltage drop of the proposed system is presented in 

the thesis. But unbalanced condition is not analyzed and also more detailed capacitor voltage 

control can be investigate to operate the H bridge under severe voltage sag condition. As an H-

bridge is series connected with the grid, any unbalance in grid will contribute to unbalance in 

motor voltage and thus increase stator current, ripple voltage, reduce motor efficiency and 

increase motor losses. But with a VFD the effect may be more severe; the ac line current wave 

shape will become more single pulse shape-higher peak current. Increased line current flows 

through the diodes and associated capacitors of the rectifier, increasing the ripple voltage, 

reactive power and stress on these components. Moreover VFD may trip due over current and 

under voltage without showing any immediate and obvious fault. So proper investigation can 

show which topology is more robust under voltage imbalance and further research should be 

carried to focus this problem.  

7.3 Concluding remark 

This thesis explored the application of a 3-phase H-bridge converter in low voltage motor 

system. The series voltage injection with the grid manipulates the motor terminal voltage and 

improves the motor performance. The systems can soft-start the motor, tolerate symmetrical 

voltage sags and improve the motor efficiency using relatively simple control algorithms. Where 

frequency control is not required, this configuration can improve the overall system performance. 

Therefore, it is hoped this thesis contributed to improving performance of certain low voltage 

applications with minimal appreciable cost.   
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

Triangle Intersection Implementation of SVPWM 

Generally, there are two widely utilized PWM implementation techniques: the direct digital 

gate pulse programming technique and the triangle-intersection technique. For the direct method, 

the gate signal on-state times are calculated from the space-vector voltage equation and directly 

programmed. For the triangle intersection technique, the time lengths of the inverter states are an 

end result of the comparison between the triangular carrier wave and the modulation waves. In 

this thesis, the latter is chosen for its relatively easier implementation.  

In practice, carrier-based PWM methods provide a linear utilization of dc voltage within a 

limited range. For isolated neutral-type loads such as induction motor, the freedom to add a zero-

sequence signal to the modulation waves leads to higher dc voltage utilization percentage. 

Examples of high-performance zero-sequence signal injection methods are: third-harmonic 

injection PWM (THIPWM) and the triangle intersection implementation of SVPWM method 

[138]. By far, the latter one is possibly the earliest and simplest zero sequence injection PWM 

method developed. In addition, it has been shown that the latter one has a slightly higher linearity 

range than the former one. Therefore, triangle intersection implementation of SVPWM is chosen 

for the proposed single-phase floating H-bridges for its easier implantation and wider linear 

range and reduced carrier frequency harmonic distortion characteristics. Fig. A-1 shows block 

diagram for triangle intersection implementation of SVPWM. 
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Fig. A-1. Triangle intersection implementation of SVPWM 
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From Fig. A-1, it can be seen that this method takes the instantaneous average of the 

maximum and minimum of the original sinusoidal modulation waves da
*
, db

*
, dc

* 
so that a zero-

sequence signal can be obtained as: 

* * * * * *
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Fig. A-2 shows the relationship between the original modulation signal and the 

corresponding zero-sequence signal. 
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Fig. A-2. Original modulation signal and zero-sequence signal 

The introduction of the zero-sequence signal enables the modulation index to be increased 

by 15 percent before the over modulation region is reached. Therefore, the original sinusoidal 

modulation waves are scaled up by a factor of 1.15. Subtracting
0

d from each of the individual 

modulation waves, the modified modulation waves da
**

, db
**

, dc
**

 can be obtained in Eqn. A-2 

and zero-sequence signal injection for phase A modulation wave as an example is presented in 

Fig. A-3. 
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Fig. A-3. Zero-sequence signal injection for phase A 

It has been proved that adding 
0

d represents injection of 3rd harmonic and its multiples and 

this method is equivalent to the traditional SVPWM. 

Level-shifted multicarrier modulation scheme is chosen in this thesis for its ability to 

generate superior five-level line to line PWM voltages. This technique involves two triangular 

carriers, both having the same frequency and amplitude. The triangular carriers are vertically 

disposed such that the bands they occupy are contiguous. In-phase disposition (IPD), where both 

carriers are in phase is chosen since it provides the best harmonic profile and simulated 

waveforms for level-shifted multicarrier modulation technique are presented in Fig. A-4. 
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Fig. A-4. Simulated waveforms for level-shifted multicarrier modulation technique 
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Appendix B 

Modified PWM Scheme 

The carrier based modulation schemes for multi-level converter can be classified into two 

categories: a) Level shifted and b) phase shifted modulation.  Both modulation schemes can be 

utilized in the proposed H-bridge converter. In the level shifted PWM scheme, the triangle 

carriers are vertically disposed and all having the same frequency and amplitude. But the 

previously described scheme has the disadvantage of keeping one leg on or off during half of the 

cycle of the modulating signal, and thus PWM switching frequency is less than the four times of 

the carrier frequency. So modified phase shifted switching scheme is proposed. In the phase 

shifted multi carrier modulation, the triangular carriers have the same frequency and amplitude 

with a phase shift between adjacent carrier waves. In the proposed scheme, for one modulating 

signal, two phase shifted carrier signals are used. The carriers are phase shifted by pi/2 radians or 

90
0
. For positive cycle one carrier and for negative cycle of the modulating signal the phase 

shifted carrier is used, Fig. B-1.  

-1

0

1
Phase shifted carrierModulating signal For positive cycle carrier For negative cycle carrier

 

Fig. B-1. Simulated waveforms for phase shifted multicarrier modulation technique 

The modulating signal is a three-phase sinusoidal wave with third harmonic injected as 

described in appendix A. The gate signals are generated by comparing the modulating wave with 

the carrier waves. The principle of the phase shift modulation for one leg of the converter is 

shown in Fig. B-1. 
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The output voltages of each H-bridge along with motor line to line voltages are presented 

in Fig. B-2. The simulated output voltages are 120
0
 apart from each other, Fig. B-2 (a). The 

resultant perfect five level wave-shapes seen by the motor is shown in Fig. B-2(b). 
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Fig. B-2.  a) Output voltage of three phase H bridge; b) resultant five level line to line voltage observed by the motor 
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Appendix C 

Conservative DC Voltage Prediction before Motor Start 

It has been shown previously, chapter 3, under the worst case scenario condition (no load, 

induction motor power factor angle m= 90
0
) the injected ac voltage increases linearly with 

motor terminal voltage so as capacitor dc voltage level. The average dc capacitor voltage of the 

proposed floating capacitor H-bridge converters can be calculated from Eqn. 3-1 and 3-5:   
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From Eqn. C-1 it can be seen, average dc capacitor voltage is directly related motor 

reference voltage and grid voltage and also higher modulation index results lower dc capacitor 

voltage. If the predicted DC voltage level exceeds the voltage rating of dc capacitor, the 

controller will automatically block the PWM enable signal, preventing the motor from starting in 

the first place. The blockade on the PWM enable signal will not be lifted until a correct motor 

line voltage reference value is entered by the user or the grid voltage level has been reduced to 

the correct level or the combination of the above mentioned two. This feature greatly improves 

the safety and reliability of the proposed system.  
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Appendix D 

dSpace Implementation 

The dSpace systems used for motor control combine a data acquisition system with an 

independent processing system to implement digital control. The system is an embedded or self-

contained system. The PCI board installed in the computers is its own entity. None of the 

processing for a system implemented on the board is done by the host PC. So, software is 

required to create the model and downloaded to the board for the system to function. The basic 

block diagram for the system is shown in Fig. D-1. The Real-Time Interface (RTI) I/O blocks 

can be inserted into a Simulink block diagram to connect the function model with the I/O 

interfaces and to configure all I/O graphically. In this setup, the desired input signal (i.e., 

voltage) from the ControlDesk (user-interface) is sent to the dSPACE I/O box and H-bridge via 

DS 1104 R&D Controller card. The system can also measure and transfer the resulting data (i.e., 

current, voltage) back to the dSPACE software in real time and thus control the switching signal 

and eventually the motor voltage. 

In this part, key model developments are described. 

Control desk 

MATLAB-

Simulink

DS1104 

R&D

Controller 

card

CP 1104

Connector 

panel

Power 

electronics 

drive board

Induction 

motor

 

Fig. D-1. Basic system block diagram 

Voltage and Current Measurement 

Acquisition of the sensor voltage in the system is completed using the ADC blocks in the 

dSpace library under Simulink in Matlab. To configure the software so that it can get this signal 

into the controller the right channel number need to be selected.  Next, it is important to the 

“scaling” that occurs in acquiring the signal. The physical input signal range is –10V to +10V. 

dSPACE always scales this by a factor of 0.1 (multiplies by this number) to place the value on a 

range of –1V to +1V. This scaling typically needs to be corrected for due to the need to map the 

meaning of volts to votage and currents in amperes.  This mapping depends on sensor 

characteristics, and is generally adjusted in Simulink blocks when the sensor signal is processed 
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before it is used by the main part of the controller. In the DS1104 controls ADC unit featuring 

two different types of A/D converters: One A/D converter (ADC1) multiplexed to four channels  

 

Fig. D-2. Voltage and current measurement implementation in MATLAB/Simulink 

(signals ADCH1 … ADCH4), and Four parallel A/D converters (ADC2 … ADC5) with one 

channel each. In the control, the voltages are measured with multiplex A/D converter and 

currents are measured with parallel A/D converters, Fig. D-2. The gain block is used to translate 

the sensor signal to accurate values and thus rms block in Simulink is used to measure the rms 

value of the current and voltage.    

Motor Reference voltage generation 

The motor reference voltage generation is an important feature of the controller during 

soft start. The current set limit is defined by the user and depends on motor load condition. If the 

motor current sensed by the sensor reached the threshold value, a hold signal is generate and 

keep the motor voltage at that voltage level. During starting motor voltage is ramped up by a 

predefined ramp rate. During steady state operation motor reference voltage can be modified and 

ramp up or down with a predefined rate, Fig. D-3.     
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Fig. D-3. Reference voltage generation block 

-angle generation 

The controller generate  angle using the Eqn. 2-3. The angle is passed through the lag 

compensator to smooth the value and limiter/ saturate block is used to limit the angle in between 

0 to pi radians. Inverse park transformation is used to generate the modulating signals for the 

bridge. The reference signal for the inverse park transformation is achieved by the PLL block 

used in the grid side voltage measurement.  

 

Fig. D-4. -angle generation in MATLAB/simulink 
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PWM generation 

The generated modulating signal is transformed to third harmonic injected modulated 

signal by the method defined in appendix A. The signal is then level shifted. The PWM block in 

dSpace library is used to generate the gate signals to H-bridge, Fig. D-5. The library has two 

different PWM blocks. 3-phase PWM generation and four single phase PWM generation blocks.  

The controller needs to use both the PWM block as it requires total twelve output signal with six 

original signal with the other six as inverted. The inverted signals are generated using hardware 

with NOT logic. 

 

Fig. E-5. PWM generation in MATLAB/simulinl 
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Appendix E 

Control Interface 

The control algorithms are implemented on a dSPACE CLP1104 platform. The real-time 

hardware based on PowerPC machinery and set of I/O interfaces make the DS1104 R&D 

Controller Board a perfect solution for developing smaller control applications in various fields. 

It is fully programmable from the Simulink block diagram environment and all I/O can be 

configured graphically. This is a rapid and easy way to implement and test new control functions 

in a real environment. The following figure, Fig. E-1, shows the real time connections between 

the system and its controller. Analog-to-digital converters (ADC) read the information of the 

sensors from system and require digital-to-analog converters (DAC) to apply the control 

commands. The program is developed in Matlab Simulink environment and thus builds the 

program to run in real time environment in Control Desk.  The overall structure of a real-time 

program can be simplified into three main sections: Initialization, real-time task or tasks, and the 

background.  

Controller System

ADC

DAC
Command

Feedback  

Fig. E-1: Real-time control structure 

The initialization section is executed only once at the start of execution. In this part 

functions are defined for initialization of the system to run once. The next part of the program is 

the real-time part, the task; what is executed periodically based on the sample time. This part is 

the core of the control program. In this section, inputs are read (e.g., from an ADC), control 

signals are computed and output signal are wrote (e.g., with a DAC). Depending on control 

application there may be multiple tasks in the model. Finally, the last section is the background; 

this is code executed in the “idle” time between the end of computation of a step and the start of 

the next step. 

The system operation procedure for the H-bridge motor drive system is explained in this 

section. Fig. E-2 shows the overview of the user interface. 
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Initialization Tasks User Initialization

Master

Switch

 

Fig. E-2. User interface of Control desk 

The user interface can be divided into several sections: initialization, user initialization, 

Tasks, and master switch.  The initialization part is basically routine safety check before run the 

motor.  In this part, the program checks initial average capacitor dc voltage, capacitor voltage 

unbalance between the phases and finally predicts maximum capacitor voltage for worst case 

scenario. The program compare values with preset value defined as maximum capacitor dc 

voltage or % of unbalance between the phases. If the values surpass the preset value, the 

indicator light will turn red and master switch will be disabled.   In the user initialization part, 

user can set reference motor voltage and maximum per unit current during starting. Motor 

reference voltage is useful when running the motor in variable voltage operation, otherwise it is 

recommended to keep the reference voltage as rated motor voltage indicated in nameplate data. 

If there is no error signal from the initialization state, the master switch will be enable and 

turning it on can operate the motor. But the part named as tasks is working throughout the 

program runtime.  If dc voltage or motor current go to high (limit set by the program), or 

unbalance between the dc voltage occurs, the pwm pulses generated by the controller are disable. 

The program also checks motor starting time and over loading time. If time requires starting the 

motor exceeds the preset value or motor is over loaded for a long time (set by the user) the 

controller will disable pwm pulses.  

 


